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P R E F A C E 
The cooperative movement has been used as an 
instr\iment of economic uplift through agricultural 
development. Despite its exploitation by foreign 
control Iraq has great potentiality for development. 
The Nationalization of oil and investment of oil 
revenues with economic development programme on large 
scale has made it possible to change the face of 
backward Iraq into a land of prosperity. After July 
1968 Revolution the government of Iraq has taken various 
measures to realise socialism through rapid economic 
development. The cooperatives have been revitalised and 
strengthened imiijediately after the revolution of 1968 
led by the Arab Ba'ath Socialist Party for this purpose. 
The present study is mainly confined to the 
period 1968 - 1980, because the Arab Ba»ath Socialist 
Party came to power after July 1968 Revolution. The 
perxod of this study ends on December 31/ 1981 and covers 
a very short period of war declared on September 22, 1980 
with Iran. 
It has been endeavour to include all aspects of the 
Cooperative Movement. The present study highlights the 
achievements of the movement in the field of agriculture. 
Housing and Constamers Cooperation etc. 
The study has been devided into six chapters. The 
chapter gives as account of land reforms and development of 
agriculture under this programine. The second chapter 
makes an indepth study of the development of cooperatives 
and their role in the development of agriculture. The 
third chapter gives an account of the development of 
cooperative collective farms. The fourth chapter is devoted 
to study the non-agricultural non-credit cooperatives like 
housing and consumers. The fifth chapter give as account 
of the working of cooperatives and their socio-econc»iic role. 
The last chapter deals with the agricultural cooperative 
bank to cover all aspects of the cooperative movement of my 
beloved coxintry - IRAQ. 
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CHAPTER I 
lAMD REFORMS AND .AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
Agriculture is the main source of employment and 
next to oil^ the most innportent sector of Iraq's econcany. 
Although the 1976«80 development plan of Iraq gave high 
priority to industry, agr culture remained important. 
In the first three years of the plan agriculture received 
17 percent of total expenditure while industry received 
32.5 percent. The aim was to produce an agricultural 
surplus for export by reducing dependence on weather 
conditions and solving the salinity problems which effect 
irrigated land . 
Untill 1958 agriciltural impeovement was often 
inhibited oy the need for adequate land reforms. In this 
background, this chapter deals with the structxure of 
agriculture oefore 1958 and changes which took place under 
the Ba'ath Party after July 1968 Revolution. 
1. Europe Publicatiun, THE MIDiLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA, 
1981<->82, page 426. 
* See Appendices A & B 
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Struetur* of Aqri<mltttr« b*forg 19S8 
B«£or« 19S8 th« majority of population was liiriag 
OB agrlcttltura fojc their food. But ngricultural aaetor 
WAS quita backward. In fact no afforts wara made to 
develop agriculture. The productivity was low end 
peasants involved in tilling the land were not desirous 
of taking care of the land. Thia was the peri d when 
traditional methods of farming were prevalent and 
agriculture was almost gambling in rainfall. The 
irrigation projecta were not enough to meet the require-
ments. Consequently agriculture was not able to meet the 
demand for food and industrial needs. 
The feudal lands were dominating the rural scene. 
More than 63 percent of all agricultural land was owned 
by 1.8 percent of the total population while sixty four 
pexcent of the total population owned only 4 percent of 
the total agricultural land , The agricultural sector 
showed annual development of one percent during 195t-lMt# 
which %#as low in coaq;»arison to increase in population by 
3 p rcent. 
1. The history of land laws in Iraq - Mln stry of cultural 
and information • Baghdad, 1980, p« 147. 
Manpower 
97 
90 
58 
31 
Machln«ry Ponrar 
% 
3 
10 
42 
69 
3 
- 1 . 3 -
HachiiiTY v»m in Aoricttlture 
Y««r 
1948 
1958 
1968 
1978 
Source t Report on Agricultural Devalt^pmant in Iraq for 
the period of 1968>1978. 
The feudaliatio land o%mers also controlled the 
eoononic* political and social life of rural sMsses, under 
this sy'Stem* the farmer recclTed very low returns. After 
all expenses including seed* fertiliser* pesticides, and 
loans were covered, they only received one-half of the 
renainder. In spite of the large asiount of land cultivated 
their share was just enough to pay for the yearly needs of 
their families. The use of tractors and harvesters was 
insignificant in different sectors as shown in below given 
table. 
4 
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TABLE -11 
harwtora accorditiQ to ••ctor». 
T r a c t o r s H a r r « s t o r s 
Y«ar 
1948 
1958 
1968 
1978 
State 
••etor 
-
129 
1552 
S07f 
Co-op. 
••etoc 
« • 
-
mm 
899 
Prlv. 
•actor 
677 
2375 
8211 
16125 
Total 
677 
2404 
9763 
22100 
Stata 
aae tor 
-
33 
283 
2279 
Coop. Prlv. 
•actor •ae. 
mm 
-
-
-
-> 
304 
2069 
1850 
Total 
• 
337 
2352 
3529 
Souroat Report on Agricultural Devalopnant in Iraq for tha 
period of 1968-1978. 
Moreoir«r» bacauae tha faudaliatlc •ystam did not 
employ advanced technology in ita agricultural mathoda, tha 
total land under cultivation waa limited and the average 
yield per donum waa low. Thore waa a continuing migration 
from the rural to the urban areas lieoauae farmers* inoomea 
were not •ufficient incentive to keep them working with the 
land. 
* See Appendix 'c' 
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Another problmn was the aalinlty of the soil in Iraq, 
Salt accuiRulates when excaaa water is not drained from the 
land. This problem caused some land aoandonment and it 
limited increases in production per donum. Xn fact before 
1958 one fifth of Iraq's southern land was owned by not 
more than ten land owners. The countryside had a dismal 
and neglected look, because its peasants were badly and 
permanently in heavy debt. The land tenure system was 
unsatisfactory. Through various developments in land 
legislation and tribal system* the chiefs of tribes were 
empowered to manage state land in which certain rights of 
agricultural utilisation were granted to the respective 
trioes. The power for determining the areas to be cultivated 
was in the hand of the tribal chiefs. They used to handle 
every thing regarding the cultivation of che land, namely, 
fixing the time for cultivation and crop to be sown. 
They also had to decided in r spect of the quantity and 
quality of seeds to be sown. Out of the produce a definite 
amount of produce was to be provided to the chiefs for the 
use of their lands oy the cultivators. These returns were 
1. Dr. Mahfooz ur Rahman, AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN IRAQ, 
Faculty of Commerce, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 84 
page 35. 
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ol»t«ia4id by tli« chi«f*s through «ov*rfwi«ntaI ag^nei** la 
kln4. 
According to land »ettle»«nt iegislatioo 1932 th« 
tltl«a of aueh land was transfoxisd to thoae tribes ehia£s 
by oraating larga individual holdings. 
The Qhiafu also managad tha lands aithar diractly 
or by thair <M^loye«as. B«t thasa lands vara cultivated by 
msffibars of tha triba wtra vara to taka in raturn soma shara 
of yialds. 
Zn 19S0 tha govarnmant ofZraq raalisad tha nacassity 
of introducing tha ooMiasuras to inprova tha agrarian 
structura. Han«» a law was aada for tha purposa of sattliag 
landless farmers on tha state land and developing mod ra 
agricultural practices aro.ng new cltss of small holders. 
Snail holdings with area ranging between 20 and 200 doat» 
ware distributed to s<»ie landless agricultural fanaers who 
were to follow new agricultural technii|aes during the period 
of ten years, ay doing so they could later claim free 
title to the land, Zn six governorates of the state land 
the total area of the region irrigated by rivers was 
1. Dr. Abdul Rasaq Al«Helayi the story of land, farsMurs 
and agrarian reform 1967« p. 393. 
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1171,234 donun out of this 458«300 donun were distributed 
among th« 5893 M A I I holders during the ysar 1951-1956 
•t the rate of 20 to 200 donum per allotonent* Total area 
of rain fed lands was 1«452«242 dcmun which was also 
distrilauted in the remaining governates. By this arrange-
ments new erops were introduced and a better rotation was 
started together with sane programmes of supervised credit* 
Despite of this attemi t« it was felt ti^iat agricultural 
develoiHRent could hardly reached a high level under such 
cor^ dition where an insignificant minority were possessing 
only 2 percent of the land while 60, percent of the land 
was possessed by the owners themselves. By this way they 
ruthlessly exploited the toil and labour and low share 
income did not provide any incentive to the farmers to 
increase the production. As a consequence agrieultuxe 
suffered set back and thefarmers started migrating to the 
cities for seeking other sources of living. 
1. Dr. Talaat Al-Shaybang* Agriculture situation in Iraq 
1958, p.lO. 
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TABLE -HI 
Yaar 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
ii«a 
i«riey 
200 
M 7 
175 
253 
290 
156 
207 
230 
208 
from 1950 - 1956. 
Kiloar«jn« per Donum 
Wheat 
137 
160 
124 
161 
209 
112 
14d 
191 
123 
Cotton 
191 
58 
36 
98 
94 
100 
91 
170 
165 
Ric« 
277 
338 
420 
431 
375 
365 
395 
404 
386 
Source I Mutter, Ajodual wahib. The I ntr auction of Technology 
into Trational Societies and Eeonomiea, Al-Ani 
Press, BaghdB<3, 1969, pp. 18S*186. 
The table indicates that productivity was low although 
all natural and human resources were available in the country. 
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Th« B«ath Party w«a of th« firm opinion that th« problem 
of land must be tackled with •eientifie aocialist logic and 
believed that socialism needs a land revolution and not 
reform only. It further clarified the stand by declaring 
that the land belongs to those who work on it • This led 
to Agrarian Reforms in Iraq. 
Agrarian Reformst 
There were two periods of agrarian reform in Iraq. 
The first fol owed the Iraqi Revolution of 1958 and the 
second followed the Iraqi Revolution of 1968. 
The First Agrarian Reform I«awi After the Iraqi 
Revolution of 1958 the First Agrarian Law was passed. It 
announced an end to feudalism and it initiated a more 
equitable distribution of land. The objectives of the first 
reform were as followst 
1. To destroy feudalimi and its impact on social, economic 
and political life. 
2. To raise the standard of living of people. 
3. To increase agricultural production. 
1. Proceedings of National conference of Arab Baath Party. 
10 
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In ordei to MShlev* It the government •els«d control 
of all feudal lands. Zn tha Irrigated area the ^^ tate 
permitted each feudal owner to keep 1,000 donum of his 
choice. In thi rainfed area each feudal owner was pexmitted 
to keep 2,000 donum of his choice. The more important 
proyisions of this law were as foilowsi 
1. The government controlled all lanes in excess of the 
limit prescribed under the law. 
2. The feudal owners were given choice in selecting land 
of their choice within the limit. 
3. Land was redistributed to the farmers. 
4. The feudal owners were paid for their land by the 
farmers through the Governinent. The value of the land 
was divided into 20 yearly instalments. 
5. Cooperative and state farms were established. 
After the goveriunent had seised control of the lands, 
it redistributed it with limited ownership, i.e., between 
30 and 60 donum per family in the central and southern 
irrigated areas and t>etween 60 and 120 donum in the 
unirrigated northern area. The farmers were allowed to 
purchase laiui as long mm they were member of the cooperative 
system and cultivate the land with the members of their 
family. The governiMnt expected that the formation of 
cooperativea would improve the efficiency of resource use 
11 
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And th« I«v«l of technology, and that this would lead to 
increase production. 
The amoxut of land permitted to each farmer was 
determined on the basis of the followingsi 
!• The siae of the family 
2. The type of land 
3. The amoxint of available land compared with the number 
of farmers in a specific region 
4. The typ« of crops to be cultivated. 
State farms also came into existence at this time. 
Farmers who did not purchase their own farms were employed 
on the government owned and controlled land. Such farmers 
were paid on salary 1MSis. Salaries and wages were fixed 
regardless of production* These farms were administered by 
the governiTient «nployed managrrial staff. The goals of 
tlwse farms were tot 
1. i^ evelop new technology 
2. Produce crops used by industry 
3. Produce improved seed and livestock for distribution to 
cooperative and private farmers. 
4. Provide employment to the rural labour force of some 
regions 
5. EMiphasise socialism as a means of developing the national 
econcMny 
In 1975 there were 25 state farms containing 520, 
729 donums. 
n 
The Second Aqrari«i Refona Lawi Aft«r th« Iraqi 
Rttvolution of 1968, an axtandad agrarian raform law waa 
anaetad. Zn 1970, tha law Mo. 116 waa paaaad. Accordingly 
tha agrioultural High Council waa craatad to atart rural 
davalopmant in tha country aide. Through Agrarian Reforn 
Law Mo. 137 of 1970 tha Govarnment aolTad tha problem of 
land ownerahlp in Iraq and laid down a new aoclo-econonio 
policy for tha agr cultural aaetor to change the land-man 
* 
ratio. 
*Law No. 137 of 1970 made tha following provisiona 
1. Reduction in the maximum amount of land that could be 
retained by land lorda. The area of land waa determined 
by the lano*a location, the water aupply and the crops 
grown. 
2. Reorganisation of part of the agriculture land into 
collective farma. 
3. Land lorda were no longer given Choi e for the land they 
deairad to keep. 
4. Land waa diatriouted to the farmer free of charge 
without any payment to land lords. 
5. I«and allowed to land lords was reduced. 
13 
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Th«r« were 3,277 land lords who had been allowed 
to retain either 1,000 or 2,000 donume. In all they were 
alloted 4 million donwna. Thu» the reform law limited the 
land and permitted the land lords to retain land according 
to the type of land, the source of water and the type of 
crops. In the north they were permitted to keep 2,000 
donum in the low rainfed areas, 1,600 donum in moderately 
ralnfed areas, and generally 1,300 donum in higher rainfed 
areas. In every fertile areas the maximum was 1,000 donum. 
In central and southern Iraq the maximum was 600 donum, if 
land was moderately fertile and was irrigated by pump. If 
the land was mod.rately fertile and irrigated by river, the 
maximum land allotted was 400 doniom. Cotton producing land 
was limited to 120 donum and rice to 80 donum. The land 
owners were not permitted to choose the area of land they 
could retain • The/ were no longer repaid for the 
appropriated land as the farmers were given the land free. 
Table Mo.IV shows the redistribution of land holdings in 
Iraq and its position in 1971. 
Ibid, page 35. 
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TABLE -2V 
The dlatributlon of l»nd ownership In Iraq in 1973 
Area of land Numbar of Total Area in Pe-oent Percant 
in Donum Holders 1«000 Oonun of owners of 
total area 
74 
1,422 
4«ld0 
4*591 
784 
984 
2,035 
14.0 
43.7 
32.2 
9.7 
.3 
.1 
100.0 
.6 
11.8 
34.7 
38.2 
6.5 
8.2 
100.0 
1. Less than 4 39,520 
2. Less than 30 123,520 
3. 30-100 90,993 
4. 100-1,000 27,473 
5. 1,000-2,000 697 
6. 2,000 and more 311 
Total 282,514 
Sourest Iraqi Ministry of Agriojlture and Agrarian Reform, 
Annual Report, Baghdad, 1976, p. 46. 
Another accomplishment of the second Agrarian Reform 
land was the establishment of collective farsw. Government 
leaders wanted t^ evaluate its worth for encouragement in 
future. This law corrected the deficiencies of the first 
Agrarian Reform Law and extended its scope. Some of the most 
important provisions of this law werei 
15 
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1. Reduction in th« maximum amount of land that could 
ba retained by land lords• The araa of land was 
determined by its location* water supply and the Kind 
of crop grown on it* 
2. Reorganization of a part of the agricultural land into 
collective farms. 
3. Expansion of cooperatives through government support 
by providing all agricultural wherewithals for increasing 
production through greater mechanisation, increased 
fertilization and improved seed, livestock etc. 
The discussions reveals that the rapid development of 
agriculture took place after 1968 and the cooperatives were 
geared into action to achieve the target. In this connection 
the chapter deaxs in detail the develoiMnent of various types 
of cooperatives in Iraq during 1968-80. 
See Appendix (£) * 
Chapter II 
Coopratives As An Aid to Agricultural 
Development 
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CHAPTER I I 
COOPERATIVES AS AN AID TO AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMEHT 
For the developn*nt of agriculture it is esaentJlal 
to provide credit to the fanners to meet their agricultural 
requirements. The important pr:ductive activities and 
the use of new methods cannot be carried out by the farmers 
without suostantial amount of loan. There are various 
purposes for which farmers oorrow; like purchase of see6s« 
manures and live stocks, payment of rent* wages and water 
facilities« expenditure in land improvement, repairing of 
machines and irrigation canals and the pavonents for transport 
and marketing . In a number of developing countries in 
which farming community is very poor and savings of funds 
are less the farmers consume major part of the loan to keep 
up their family requirements, those farmers are unable to 
repay these loans in time nor fulfill the aim of increasing 
1. Report of the F.A,0. sponsored seminar on harnessing the 
financial s/stem in support of rural development. Roam, 
October 1981, page 2. 
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thtt production due to diveraion of loan in non<-productiTtt 
purposes. Zt la neceaaary to have a poaltive credit policy 
to meet the needs of farmers and provide thia facility at 
his door. But in caae of third world countriea neither 
oanlcing system is well organised nor there is enough money 
to do so. Consequently farmers are not getting loan in 
time« They have to go to the land lords or money lenders 
and pay high rates of interest* Sometin»s under agreement 
they have to sell their pro«3uce to them on very low rates 
of price. AS the result of it the agriculture production 
has not gone up in the developing countries. Cooperatives 
movement was started with the intention to provide loan to 
the rural masses specially agricultural community for 
increasing agricultural production. 
The cooperative movement claims to have looked into 
the prcolcwRS of poor oy providing timely loan at easy terms 
and conditions. The philosophy of the cooperative movement 
is to unit together in helping each other for economic 
development. Almost all developing countries of the world 
have encouraged the cooper'^tive movement. But in most of 
the countries the initiative to start the cooperative 
movement was taken by the government and government has become 
a major pertner in its share capital. In such countries the 
cooperatives are working according to the philosophy of the 
18 
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•tste to fulfill the «lmc of th« ruling party. 
Although agricultural cooparativea have been notad 
in history as far back as the ancient Babylone era . But 
in modern sense, cooperatives appeared during the 
19th century. It was not encouraged earlier because it 
was not in tha interest of •IQTAI' system. There was no 
legislation for tha cooperatives oefore 1944 although 
some cooperatives were licensed in 1922 by law No. 22 to 
work in the country. In 1937 a cooperative was organised 
at 2aifaraniyah with the large merooership of agricultural 
cominunity. As this cooparative was helping in the cause of 
their memoers« therefore, the government dissolved it in 
1944. Another cooperative was started at the university of 
Baghdad with memoership opened to the teachers and students 
but soon it shut its doors. The third atteppt was made to 
establish the society in 1942 without legislative support. 
Due to second world war and discouragement from its well to 
d members it also entfad its career within a short period. 
By the turn of the 20th century national governments of 
developing countries began stressing agricultural cooperatives 
* See appendix (D) 
IQTAI - It is an Arabic word for big land lords or Kulaks 
of U.s.s.R. 
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as it means of accelerating economic development and promoting 
•ocial Justice. Many of these countries were either colonies 
of Br-tish, Frt^ nch, German, Spain or Italy and their 
cooperative efforts could not bear fruits due to indifferent 
attitude of the alien government. 
First Iraqi legislation on cpooperationi 
In 1944 the first legislation was enacted concerning 
the cooperative societies under law No. 27 of 1944. This 
legislation laid down the mansgement pattern, voting right, 
proc<£dure for convening meetings and capital etc. The 
societies were assured some privileges and financial help. 
They were exempted from income tax, property registration tax, 
taxes on imported equipments and material and stem duty. 
They were also exempted from insurance which was compulsory 
for others. In order to help these societies, 25 percent 
discount was given on transport of equipnent through railways 
and other concessions. 
These associations had attracted a large membership 
but could not accelerate the pace of development as the 
cooperatives faced a lot of difficulties in their day to day 
20 
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working and management. In £aet the cooperative worked aa 
a new department o£ government headed by a government 
official without enlightened membership* 
The Iraqi Oovernment invited experts from outside the 
country to suggest measures for the development of 
cooperatives. Messrs. Sorbery in 1047 from the U.K.« 
Mr. JeaiSoQ also from the U.K. and later on Mr. Hill in 
1952 from F.A.O. submitted different proposals to develc^ 
the cooperative movement specially in the countryside. But 
the government did not impliment these suggestions for the 
reason that development of cooperation in this faishon will 
strengthen people educationally and socially which had been 
against the interest of the landlords*, AS a r suit of it 
the number df cooperativiM in 1954 was 62 as given iselowt-
1. Active Cooperative Societies t 19 
2. Frozen Cooperative Societies i 14 
3. Proposed for disolution t 23 
4. Cancelled Cooperative Societies t 6 
I. O.S. Aldewechi - DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS OP THE 
AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE SECTOR IN IRAQ,UNIVERSITY 
Of Mew Castfteupontyne, 1977, page 7. 
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Th« table indicates th«t progress of the cooperative 
societies wes negligible. The government could encourege 
only 62 societies during the period 1944-1954 out of which 
only 19 societies were active. The main reason IMS weakness 
of the government administration and opposition by the land 
lords to establish these societies. Zn fact the Governfnent 
was under the influence of big land lords and any step to 
develop the rviral agriculture masses was resisted by the 
land lords. As the masses were influenced by the growing 
mementuro of the 'Bakth' party* therefore* the gcvernn::ont gave 
an official assurance to help them and a cooperative office 
was created according to.the law No, 27 in 1947 under the 
Ministry of Econcanics with two staff members. 
Cooperative Movereent during 1956-1966» 
After 1958, revolution the Iraqi govertunent made efforts 
to develop the cooparjtive societies. This was done to show 
their sympathies and enlist cooper.ation of the dissatisfied 
farmers. Zt was felt that these farm workers and tenants, 
if not satisfied, will react against the government. The 
government enacted law No. 73, 1959 and established an 
cooperative office in the Ministry of Social Affairs. Also 
22 
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the government pessed in 19!>8 law No, 30 which played an 
important role in ii^troducing advanced nanageinent syatem 
in the agricultural oanks. The law No. 30 alao limited 
agricultural land holding and compensated the land owner*. 
The farmers were given small holdings of 30 to 60 Donums 
and were pursuaded to Join cooperative societies supervised 
2 
by the government officials . In 1958 the number of 
cooperative societies in Iraq was isf as given below j 
TABLE ^I 
NUTdBER^  SI2S AND CAPITAL OF COOPE ATIVES IN IRAQ BY 
TYPS5 OF CCOPEFATIVES UP TO 1958* 
Number 
Number of 
Members Capital 
Agricultural 
Cooperatives 
CoMftumer 
Cooperatives 
Credit 
Cooperatives 
Housing 
Cooperatives 
22 
53 
22 
81 
158 
1«836 
5*705 
522 
16«614 
24,677 
ID 4,601 
ID 27,443 
ID 231 
ID 469,792 
Sources Gordon H. war, "Pairoer Cooperatives in Iraq" (Beruiti 
American University of Beruit, December, 1967), p«2. 
1. A. Alnasravi, FINANCING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN IRAU, 
F. Fapraeger Publishers, N.Y. U.S.A., 1967. 
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Th« government showed intereat in deTeloping th« 
cooperative socittrlej* in the rural areas and in fanners 
should get land £ro« the government under the Agrarian 
Reform was required in law to becoroe a member of 
cooperative aocietiest The government established a new 
department of agricultural cooperatives with a main 
purpose of streamlining the land programae to facilitate 
purchase of machinery, seeds and fertUsers etc. But 
in spite of all the government support the cooperative 
societies faced innuiaoeraole prouieras during the period 
1958-68 which delayed their dev^ aloptneiit and progress. The 
most important proolem was resistance from fudual lords 
(lUTAl) who were not in favour of cooperatives oecause 
their development was in « wa/ ancroaclwittat on their 
activities. These land lords were financiers and did not 
want cooperatives to take their place in financing small 
farmers. It was viewed by the big land lords that these 
cooperatives will strengthened the small farmers against 
their intei eat. The 'Baath* party was no doubt helping the 
small farroers, tenants and other down trodden rural masses 
for a btight future. There waa another proi>leiitt which 
suprassed the development of cooperatives during this period. 
• The cooperative were first encouraged in the areas covered 
by Agrarian Reforms and all beneficiaries of land were 
required under law to oe member of • cooperative society. 
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Th« goT«xiun*at officials were aupporting th« landlords and 
therefore poor fanners were not in a position to participate 
in the day to day working of the cooparatives. Moreover, 
during this period there were frequent changes in the policies 
of the government. 
In short the experience of establishing cooperatives 
was not encouraging. Thus the government had to consider 
group farming as a means of increasing agriculture production. 
Cooperative Movement during 1968-79t 
After 17th July, 1968 the Arab Baath Socialist party 
declared that Its main task was tc achieve socialist 
transformation in the countryside and to improve the living 
conditions of rural masses who provided active support in 
the success of 17th July revolution. The government was keen 
to eradicate rural poverty and passed new legislations for 
the rural development. To achieve rural transformation 
priorit/ was given to agricultural cooperative associations 
and expansion of their activities. 
1. Dr. Al Noufay, Sami and others« COOPE..ATi.VE & COLLECTIVE 
MOVEMENT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE, Agricultural HAgh Council, 
Baghdad, 1978, page 8. 
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Zn 1970 th« Agrarian Reform Law No« 117 was passed 
which helped and provided for the following*i-
1. Collevtive distrloution of land, among the farmers to 
develop agricultural cooparative association and 
collective farms, 
2. Sxemption of cooperatives and collective farms frc»i 
duties. 
3. TWO own and lease agricultural machines equipnents and 
means of transport* 
4« To market produce of the members and arrange for their 
processing and storage. 
5. To advance loans to the member farmers for purchasing 
seeds and agrieultxiral in-puts. 
In 1977 the law of agricultural cooperative societies 
t 
No. 43 was passed. This law gave a new life to the 
agricultural cooperative associations for achieving the 
economic and social aims of the 'Baath* part/. 
Zn short vari us ±^pts of cooperatives came into 
existence under various laws. The cooperatives working at 
present in Iraq can be classified into four major groups 
namel/t 
1. Agricultural Cooperatives 
2. Specialised Cooperatives 
3. Housing Cooperatives 
4. Consumer Cooperatives 
See Appendix (F) regarding Kurdish people 
See Appendix (G) regarding Law No. 142 of 1977 
See Appendix (H) indicating Government support to this 
movement. 
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Aqricttltural Cooip^ratlvegi 
All typ«« of eoop«ratlv«« working in th« field of 
agricultural dovalopmant are classified in thia category. 
The Local Cooparativeai 
The law Ho. 117 stated the formulation of local 
cooperatives for individual farmer* who were given lands 
under the Agrarian Reform Law, the rented land and the 
prAvately owned land or small ownership. 
The local cooperative is bailed on the cooperation of 
the farmers between themselves for their own comon advantages 
and benefits. 
The local cooperatives of Iraq resembles with the primary 
cooperatives (service cooperatives) of India. They were 
encouraged after the land reforms. 
Iraq is a member of ICA and principles laid down by the 
I.e.A. are practised by the cooperative. These principles 
are as followst 
(a) Voluntary membership 
(b) Democratic management 
(c) Limited interest on shares 
(d) Oistrioution of profit in the following waysi 
(i) Deductions for the expansion of cooperative activity 
(ii) Deduction for the general needs of members 
(iii) Distribution of profit among members in proportion 
to their participation in the society. 
Continued 
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Th« main purposes of the local cooperatives is to 
achieve the followingt 
1. To organise that and regulate the agricultural production 
in its different variations and stages to ensure maximun 
usage of the land. 
2. To supply all the needs of the cooperatives and its 
members with all the materials, machinery and technical 
equipment and the know-how in order to improve and 
increase production. 
3. Ownership and leasing machinery, agricultural tools, 
transportation, fertiliating the land, pesticides and 
land reclamation. 
4. The marketing of the cooperative products and tre 
responsibility for the collectimi of produce, classification 
storing, drying, transporting, sailing to the state or 
marketing in the local and foreign markets. 
5. The improvement of housing and living conditions and the 
participation in the improvement of the social, educational, 
health and cultural programmes in the countryside. 
(e) Cooperative education of memoe s, non-mMcibers and other 
personnel. 
And the Sixth principle which was not earlier given in 
the ICA regulations was added which runs as followsi-
(f) All cooperative organizations must by all practical means 
actively cooperate with other cooperatives at local, 
national and internetional level in order to serve the 
interest of their members. 
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Tim Joint Agricultural Cooperatlveg: 
This type of cooperative is a union of local 
agricultural cooperatives on the level of a tcwnship and 
it contains usually between 4 and 20 local agricultural 
cooperatives. The purpose of it is to extend to the local 
cooperatives the different services for which they cannot 
take the responsibility by themselves. The joint 
cooperatives extend the following servicest 
1. The ownership and the management of tractors, cultivators 
and harvvstors. 
2. Supplying the cooperative memoer farmers with fertilizers, 
spare parts and all other needed equipment. The Joint 
Agricultural Cooperatives worked as an official agent 
for all government companies who deal with farming and 
farm equipment. 
3. The marketing of produce of all members of cooperatives. 
4. Construction of sheds for animal husbandary. 
The following table shows the niimbers of the local 
and Joint agricultural cooperatives. 
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TABLE -II 
TABLE SHOWING PROGRESS OF JOINT AGRICULTURE 
year 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
••ismsai' 
COOPERATIVES DURING 1968-1976 
No. o£ Joint 
Agricultural 
cooperatives 
1 
7 
23 
31 
71 
132 
146 
173 
206 
No. of association 
eooperative 
members 
9 
48 
176 
221 
389 
818 
996 
1,218 
1,554 
1, 
1. 
1-
Working 
area 
(1000 Donum) 
79,010 
4,22,160 
17,42,071 
21,61,793 
36,58,420 
92,01,242 
,10,23,604 
,29,52,467 
,80,20,000 
Sourcet Statistical pocket book, central statiatical 
organisation, Baghdad, 1979. 
Specialised Cooperativeat 
The activities of the apecialised cooperatives are 
concentrated on one type of ousiness t.g. marketing of 
special kinds of crops, breeding animals, dairy cooperatives 
30 
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poultry, b«e keeping, fisheries etc. 
In 1974 th re were 17 specialised cooperatives scattered 
over sll the states. By the middle of 1977 their number 
* 
had risen to 47 . 
The main object of developing these societies under 
cooperative law was to supplement the income of farmers by 
providing financial assistance through cooperatives. 
Among all these specialised cooperatives the cooperative 
marketing societies have covered all farming families of Iraq 
and procurement of agricultural produce is made by the 
government through these societies. It is therefore necessary 
to discuss aoout these societies in detail. 
These specialised cooperatives made a good progress 
during 1975-82 as is evident from the fol-owing tablet 
* Saut al-Sha'ab Newspaper, Issue No. 1226, 10.10.1977. 
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Aqricttltural Coop«r*tiY» Marlftinqt 
Agricultural marketing include* all the act vitiea 
and services luidertaken from the time o£ decision is made 
to produce agricultural products untill that product is 
finally used in the same or different form, by the consumers, 
at the time and the place, he wishes to purchase and the 
price he is willing to pay . 
Specifically, marketing performs the following 
functions: 
!• Exchange function 
a) Buying assembly 
b) selling 
2, Physical functiona 
a) storage 
b) Transportation 
c) Processing 
3. Facilitating functions 
a) Standardization 
o) Financing 
c) Risk bearing 
d) Market information 
The above functions raust J»Q performed, regardless of 
the type of econc»uic organisation of the marketing system. 
Ai-Hadithy Sadi, AMMAL MARKETING AND ITS PRODUCTION IN 
BAGHDAD CITY - MASTER DISSERTATsON, College Of Agriculture, 
University of Baghdad 1976. 
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Pvurther, the cost of performing the function must al»o be 
paid. In a free enterprise;; system tirm» or individuals, 
commonly called middleman, perform most of the function and 
receive profits or bear losses for their activities. 
One of the possible benefits of agricultural cooperative 
marketing Is that the retained middleman's margin of profit 
is the profit of the members of cooperatives. The agricultural 
cooperative can bargain collectively on behalf of the memoers, 
due to the advantage of greater control on volumes of 
supplies, better Information and better sales management. 
Aqrlcultural cooperative marketing has been established 
in Iraq since the middle sixties. Its role before that time 
was very limited and did not achieve its goal due to the 
lack of organisation, capital and experience. In 1964, eight 
new agricultural cooperatives were initiated in different 
developed areas. The^e cooperacves have marketed 110 tons 
of cotton and 224 tons of wheat in the first /ear. After 
1964 the number of the cooperatives was increased and the 
volumes of products marketed increased significantly every 
year. 
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The goYernment of Iraq is trying to make changes in 
the rural regions of the country by supporting the 
cooperative relationship in agricultural sector, beased on 
Its oellef that the cooperative sector plays the major role 
In production. The marketing o£ most agricultural crops has 
been connected to the agricultural cooperatives since 1969, 
and the govarnnmnt marketing establishment gave some 
prlviieqrs to the cooperative members by providing 
without Interest and special considerations during the 
receiving and paving processes. 
Due to the Importance of the cooperative sections, 
they were represented In the Higher Comnittee of Agricultural 
Marketing (which was headed by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Agrar an Reform), Its main duties are to organise 
agricultural cooperative marketing and to fix the prices of 
the agrlcultiural crops. 
The marketing development does not include all the 
agricultural crops which are highly perishable. The marketing 
establishrnents try to fiirnish the cooperative m«nbers with 
means of packaging and loans to enable them to collect their 
crops and market them. 
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The marketing cooperat ives face th« fo l lowing problemBi 
1. Shortage of storage 
2. Shortage of transportation 
3. Competition from private and public sectors 
4. LacK of enlightened n»emoershit> 
5. Inadequacy of qualified personnel 
6. Indebtedness of farmers and their lo/alty wi'th the 
private:financiers. 
However these societies can be strengthened by 
educating them, reducing ourden of their outstanding loans 
and using roodern methods of marketing. 
Agricultural Suppliesi 
Acording to cooperative principles set up b/ the 
Iraqi gov .tnnsent, all possible me ns and effort should be 
rrade to encourage farmers to improve themselves through 
agriculture. Ona of these n.eans is agricultural supplias. 
In 1975, the Iraqi government supplied cooperatives all over 
the country wltWi agriculture supplies as illustrated in 
Table 
To be brie f, various types of cooperatives had been 
encouraged under different laws in Iraq. The local cooperatii 
the J int agricultural cooperatives and the specialised 
cooperatives played an Important role in the development of 
agriculture. In order to make further efforts to increase 
production on neglected government land as well as saattered 
sma .1 holdings possessed by poor peasants, the cooperative 
collective farms were encouraged which has been discussed In 
next chapter. 
Chapter III 
Cooprative Collective Farms 
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CHAPTER ^^^ 
COCnPERATIVE COLLECTIVE FARMS 
Zt waa r««lised moon after th« revolution of 1968 
that the agricultural production cannot be Increased on 
tiny pieces of lands owned by poor farmers. Moreover 
the surplus land under Agrarian Reforms Law was also to 
be used for agricultural purposes. Perhaps the experience 
of U.S.S.R. and India to establish Kolkhozes and 
Cooperative Collective farms for utilizing the surplus 
land encouraged the government to adopt this system. 
The collective farm is an agricultural cooperative 
estajblishment. It works on the conenon ownership of yhe 
means of production and the common laoour of its memoers. 
Such farms came Into existence with the primary objectives 
of enlarging the size of holding and providing agricultural 
wherewithals as Incentives to its memoers for increasing 
production. 
Types of Collective Farmsi 
There are three types of collective farm arrangements' 
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1. Each famer haa his own land but participates in 
agriculture servicea with others. 
2. Groups o£ farmers work collectively on ona pieca 
of land and share its reaponaibllitiaa and returns. 
3. Groups of farmers work collectively on land units 
larger than the previous type. This type is a more 
advanced form of collective farming. 
Because of the following factors« progress in 
establishing collective farms still lags behind the goali 
of the Iraqi government t 
1. Small land holdincis do not permit application of 
techniques needec for higher productivity. 
2. Inadequacy of finances 
9. Farm rs* attitude's and perceptions of collective 
agriculture. 
The main advantages of the collective farm arer 
1. The use of modern equifmient and scientific methods of 
farming. 
2. The accomplishment of large agricultural and irrigational 
projects which are needed all over Iraq, especially in 
the South. 
3. The marketing of the produce of agricultural cooperatives 
on profitaole prices and establishing new markets for 
their products. 
4. Preventing the landowners and the middlemen in the markets 
from taking advantage of the weaknesses of the farmers. 
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The first AL«TAIA*A oollectlve farm was started in 1969 
in Babylon by organiailng 35 farms together. It could not 
survivo for long due to lack of sxperianced and cooperstiva 
spirit. Anyhow it gave way to others to make new experiments 
in this field. Another collective farm ALMURADXA was started 
which led to t)») organisation of a number of collective farms, 
namely, ALSHAHAIMYIA, BELEDROSE etc. In order to provide 
necessary guidance and supervisicm to such farms a separate 
Department o£ Collective Farm was established In the General 
Directorate of Agricultural Cooperatives in 1970. 
An interesting feature of these farms is that these farms 
have been established by changing or partly changing the 
existing cooperatives into cooperative farms as is evident frosi 
the following tablei 
TABLE I 
mmmmtmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmm 
gOLLECTIVE FARMS IN IRAQ, 1976 
Number of Percent of Total 
Origin Collective Farms collectives 
Cooperatives 
changed to 
collective farms 
Coopera tives 
partially changed 
to collective farms 
Collective established 
on land not being used 
for cooperatives 
TOTAL 
43 
29 
9 
81 
53.1 
35.8 
11.1 
100.0 
aia iBaiaaBaiawi 
Sources Al>Mabieb« Kathim and others, COLLECTIVE FARM IN IRAQ, 
AGRARIAN REFORM AND AGRlCULTXjRAL COOPERATIVE IN IRAQ, 
Baghdad, 1976, page 3. 
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The below f^vea table Indicates tha progress of farms 
TABLS II 
Year 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
PROGRESS 
Number 
6 
46 
62 
74 
77 
78 
79 
77 
33 
OF THE COLLECTIVE 
B B B B s s a e a a a c B s a s a s s B S i 
Mo. o f 
Members 
490 
7 , 2 8 6 
1 0 , 3 6 9 
1 0 , 3 8 1 
9 , 3 7 2 
8 , 9 8 1 
7 , 5 6 5 
7 , 4 9 3 
1 , 5 9 7 
FARMS 
s sxBBBassBaaBaBBBBsnMacMBai 
Area o f 
Operat ion (Donum) 
2 4 , 1 6 0 
2 , 7 2 , 5 0 1 
6 , 1 9 , 8 6 5 
6 , 3 6 , 0 8 7 
7 , 0 9 , 8 3 7 
7 , 3 7 , 0 6 3 
7 , 1 3 8 , 9 6 
6 , 9 6 , 6 4 5 
1 , 9 8 , 6 5 0 
SourceI PLANNING MINISTRY- REPORT 1983, Republic of Iraq, 
page 4. 
The table indicates that the number of farms has 
favourably increased during 1972-78 but there has been a 
sharp decline after 1980 because the small farms were combined 
together to increase productivity. 
Management of these farms is based on democratic 
principles. All members participate in the activities of 
the farm. The members of the collective farm elect the board 
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of directors and its chairman. The board is responsible for 
its decisions bc?£ore the general tsody and places are matters 
pertaining to the farms for its approval in the meetinfs held 
twice in a year. The term of the board of directors is three 
years. Other office bearers of the farms are vice-president, 
seer tar>/ and cashier elected by the members. Normally three 
to five persons are elected for the ooard. The ministry of 
•griculHure appoints manager to help members in managing the 
farm. He participates In the meeting of the board of directors. 
The board of directors can Invite experts/sp'&clalists from 
outside after •••king perralssl. n of Ministry of Agricultxire. 
If a member has some land in the ar«a# he should give 
his land to the iarra on rent. In case a person ceases to be 
member* his land can oe Drought or takem on rent by the 
collective farv. 
The working and management of this farm resembles with 
the collective and Joint farming societies of India. In some 
respect It functions like the KOUCHOZ of U.S.S.R. All work 
on the term is carried out by the members except in buAJy 
season when farm workers are also employed from outii'ide. 
Generally the group are formed for different agricultural 
operations which are divided into small sub*groups according to 
need. Every grovp has a plan of work and Is provided with all 
necessary tools, machinery and other wherewithals to earryout 
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the work. The l«ader of the group report* about the 
activities fortnightly to the board of directors. 
It is essential for all members to work on the farm 
including the president and vice-president who have to work 
atleast for 50 days and other members of the board who 
should work atleast for 100 days on the farn. 
The incofne is divided among members according to law. 
The vegetable, foodgrain can also be distributed among nembers. 
The distribution of profit is as followsi 
Mot less than 10 percent for Reserve Fund 
Not less than 5 percent for Social Sciences 
Not niOi^ «than 5 percent for Motivation etc. 
Motn40tr€ than 5 percent for interest on extra shares 
The rest of the income is distributed on the basis of 
trork (work unit) calculated according to law. 
Aqricultxiral Machinery» 
In 1959 the Revolutionary C. Council passed law No. 233 
stating tlat the farm machinery and equipment will oe propezrty 
of the cooperatives. The reasons for the transfer of ownership 
of the sMchinery from the government to the cooperatives were 
as followsi 
1. To help cooperatives in reducing the cost of production. 
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2. Ready availability of machinery to reduce time and improve 
the akill of the farmers who operate these machines. 
3. Reduce governmental responsibilities regarding machinery. 
4. To complete work according to schedule. 
However, this arrangement created problems because 
farraers were unable to pay machinery prices to replace damaged 
\anits or to iind replacements. Therefore, to overcane these 
proolems, the government encouraged renting the machinery. 
Later on, the government also reduced renting costs by 
50 percent and reduced prices of machinery by 30 percent. 
In order to keep machines in working order, the govemmeni 
has encouraged operators to attend courses for a period of 
45 days to learn the necessary skills of operation and 
maintenance. 
In 1981 - 82 the position of agricultural machinery was 
as follows I 
TABLE III 
> S S = S I 
Ptimps Harvestors Tractors 
Minis^y of Agricultxire 
and Agrarian Reform 
Ministry of Irrigation 
Cooperatives 
Private agencies (sector) 
TOTAL 36085 2399 29593 
Source* Dr. Abciul Hadi Rashid, Ministry of Agricultxire and 
Agrarian Reform, Report on Agriculture, Baghdad 1983, 
page 29. 
825 
298 
733 
34229 
784 
19 
1 
1595 
1538 
623 
134 
27298 
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TABI^ E TV 
WACHIHE Y OWNED BY COOPERATIVES ACCORDING TO THE 
REVOLUTIONARY COHMAND COUNCIL LAW 233« X9>9 
• • » i » « » » « » » » w » » » » » » w » w » 
Number of agricultural 
ooopera tivaa 
Number of machlnaa 
Horsa Powar 
Machlnas valua I.D. 
Cona^ruetion valua 
in I.D. 
1970 
22$ 
616 
34930 
1161611 
152653 
1971 
227 
636 
3516S 
1165631 
152913 
1972 
256 
637 
37107 
1192790 
158441 
Sourcai The 12th Arab Agricultural Commercial and Industrial 
Meeting, Aou Dhabi« 4«>11 July« 1973. 
Agricultural Planningi 
AS a general rule, the cooperatives plan is prepared 
according to needs of members. These plans are submitted to 
the centralized agricultural office in the govem«tes. These 
agricultural offices, in turn, study and coordinate the plans 
and draw up a new plaa taking into consideration the needs of 
the cooperatives and the country. In an annual meeting, 
delegates from agriculture departments all over the country 
meet and discuss the plans on national level, if these plans 
coincide with national goals, then a national plan is prepared 
for the approval of higher authorities* The diagram given 
iaelow illu^itrates how the formation of the national agricultural 
plan is formulated in which cooperative plans are included. 
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Fsrmfr's wanta and naeds 
I 
Coopsratlve Plans 
I 
Agricultural Dapartmants in tha Govemataa 
I 
Agricultural Dapartment (offica) plans or governate plans 
' Oaneral Assambly discussion 
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Coop^ratiye Sup«rvi«lopi 
Th« Iraqi governm«nt supervlsas the cooperatives in 
almost all their social, econonic and educational functions. 
The oojectives of the state supervision are as followst 
1. To establish leadership in the formulation of cooperative 
objectives and policies. 
2. To develop coordination in work. 
3. To develop a sense of responsibility. 
4. To develop leadership in the application of educational 
standards. 
• • To make sure that the cooperative progranunes that are 
carried out coincide with national agricultural goals. 
6. To evaluate the cooperative's functions. 
7. To recognize problems and to find the best solutions. 
8. To be able to formulate future problems that benefit 
members of the cooperatives, 
9. To recognise cooperatives need for successful agriculture 
production. 
Supervision of cooperatives is carried out through 
several channels. These channels arei 
1. Representatives of Ministers. 
2. Cooperative leaders. 
3. Periodic visits to cooperatives by qualified experts. 
4. Direct channel between mmnbers and higher authorities. 
5. Hews and other mass communication media. 
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Becaustt supervision is important to th« succsss of 
governmental progr«nm«s« supervisors must meet the following 
qualifications. 
1. Leadership. 
2, Professional preparation. 
3« Health. 
4. Enthuaiams 
5. Personal Hatlurity 
6. Social Adjustment 
7. Creativity 
8. Professional insight 
9. Emotional stability 
10. Skill in planning and organising 
11. Outspokeness 
12. Good educational oackground. 
13. Uncarstancing of human motivation* and 
14. Teaching skill. 
Suggestions for Success; 
It can be concluded that the Agricultural Cooperatives 
and cooperative farms can be developed in Iraq if we take care 
of the following I-
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Educationi- Farmers should enter the society of their 
conviction and not by force. For this there is a need 
of intensive cooperative extension efforts. Successful 
functioning of the societies depend on the enlightened 
memoerahip , educated metnbers of the boards, professional 
managers and other personnel who understand and accept 
their respective responsibilities and have acquir d the 
essential skills and morale to fulfill them, Th-re 
sh uld also be a continuous programme of educ^ ^^ tion and 
training by the cooperative department. 
Government Departments- Since farmers in Iraq generally 
are lacking in formal education and are emerging from 
various forms of socio-economic feudalism* they have no 
appreciation or understanding of cooperatives. Thus, 
the evolution of the viable cooperatives in this country 
is largely dependent upon the preformance of cooperative 
departmen- of the government. It is essential to have 
an effici nt department with adequate and capable 
manpower to provide necessary guidance and supi ort for 
organizin and successful functi ning of the societies. 
Local LeadershipI- The development of cooperatives 
depends to a large extent on the dedicated work of 
individuals and sponsoring organizations which propagate 
the idea of cooperation and provide the necessary 
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technical knowledge and organizinQ ability. Zn 
addition to having a competent department it is also 
essential to have dedicated local leadership which 
will be able to create enthuslum among the people and 
manage the affairs of the society efficiently, 
cooperatives must be peoples* organizations with 
official assistance and not government organizations 
with peoples' support. Members should actively 
participate in the society affairs and give their 
loyal support. 
Economic Viaisilityt- Major oojectlve of cooperatives 
Is to help improve the income of their mem ers. To 
perform this function* cooperatives must have sufficient 
volume of business. Members will continue to do business 
in the cooperatives if they will receive the services 
valued by them. There should be sufficient number of 
members to make a society eoononically viable. 
Institutional Supports- To make the cooperatives viable 
there is a need for instituti. nal sui^ort* specially fro* 
agricultural banks to provide sufficient amount of money 
for their activities. Proper Coordination and support 
is also required from other institutions for providing 
services and supplies to the members. 
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Plan of Workt- A clear cut plan of work 1» esaantial 
for tha amooth functioning of the aociety, A plan 
clearly defining objaetivea, actiona and roles is a must. 
It will help organizing the work systematically and 
provide guidelines for action. 
Efficient Management!- To conduct business with the 
more progressive known methods as well as to cut the 
cost of the functions performed by the cooperatives. Ther< 
is a need for efficient men power to handle and manage 
these institutions on scientific lines so that the 
operational cost is reduced to the minimum. 
The study reveals that the Russian pattern of collective 
had suitably been grafted to suit the Iraqi soil and has also 
some common features of Indian collective farms and joint 
farming societies. No doubt they have made a contribution in 
the development of agriculture and economic welbelng of small 
peasants. 
The cooperatives have also developed in the non-
agricultural field to fulfil the promises made by the Arab 
Ba'ath Socialist party which have iaeen discussed in the next 
chapter. 
Chapter IV 
Non-Agricultural Coopratives 
(Housing and Consumers) 
CHAPTER ^^ 
MOH^iAGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES 
(Housing and Consumers) 
51 
COOPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETIES 
The revolutionary command council of Iraq haa always 
oeen careful a^  out the necessities of the masses. Because 
of growing population and migration of people from rural to 
urban areas for working in new industries and taking part 
in other developfnental activities of the urban areas it 
Decome imperative to provide them housing accomodation. 
Also a rise in inccxne level necessitated a rapid development 
of housing accommodation. 
The law No. 17 was passed in 1944 but it could not 
boost up the cooperative housing activities. In 1958 the 
numoer of housing societies was 81. These societies were 
weak and incapable of any effective help. Neither they had 
experienced staff nor sufficient finances for housing 
development. In 1959 the law No. 73 was passed to organise 
and develop these societies under the guidance of the 
Directorate of cooperative societies established und r the 
Social Affairs Kinistry. It was felt that without a financing 
bank# the activities of developing cooperative housing 
societies ««ch not be fruitful. Consequently a cooperative 
1. IRAQI GOVERNMENT GAZETTE - ISSU£ NO. 164, dated 4th May, 59 
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b«nk was establiahed in 1959 under Law No. 163 . This bank 
was •xclu9iv«ly for financing the cooperative societies. 
Later on it was re-struct\ired and called as cooperative credit 
oank with an authorised capital of one million Dinars. It 
started functioning with a paid up capital of 350 thousand 
Dinars including 17 thousand Dinars subscribed by h.using 
cooperatives. All this gave a new impetus to the movement 
and a nwioer of cooperative housing societies came into 
existence. But again in 1968 the housing societies suffered 
due to ineffective planning and decisions in the construction 
activities. The projects designed needed more financial 
support which was not visualised oy the cooperatives. 
Moreover, the interference of officials in the day-to-day 
management adversely effected the cooperative housing. But 
the most important rtiason was that these societies were only 
functioning as middlemen between the seller of land and Its 
members. Beyond this they did nothing. Thus a member who 
wanted to construct a house could get loan through the society 
2 
but other problems like transport, supply of electricity, 
supply of building naterial were not looked into by the 
societies. In the aosence of these facilities the members who 
1. IRACJI GOVERNMENT~GAZETia: - ISSUE MO. 257, 
dated 10th October 1959. 
2. Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, REPORT ON COOPE ATIV] 
DEVELOPMENT, Baghdad 1976, page 15. 
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•ecured loans through societies could not achieve the aim of 
having their houses constraftlied In time and at a reasonable 
cost. 
In 1968 the government took Initiative in revitalising 
the housing cooperatives and took a number of steps viz.. 
The Estate Bank was made responsible for financing the 
cooperative housing societies and the Assets of the 
Cooperative Bank were transfered to this bank. In order to 
provide more liberal finances, the capital of Estate Bank 
was Increased and the upper limit of loan to oe given to an 
2 individual was raised. In 1977 Law No. 65 was passed und r 
which the cooperative housing societies were allowed to take 
up the construction work of multi-storied building for its 
meraoers. In 1978 xindcr Law No. 37 a cooperative housing 
3 
unl -n was establishod under the supervision of Housing 
Ministry. In 1980 the Revolutionary Com^ nand Council Increased 
capital of the Eatate Bank to 380 million for encouraging the 
construction activities. Moreover the loans granted were 
4 
interest free to help the members in having a house for them. 
1. IRAQI GOVERMMfiNT GAZETTE - ISSUE NO. 1868, 
dated 18th April, 1970. 
2. IRAQI GOVERNMENT GAZETTE - ISSUE NO. 2569, 
dated 31st Jan., 1977. 
3. IRAQI GOVERNMENT GAZETTE - ISSUE NO. 2644, 
dated 20th June, 1978. 
4. RESOLUTION NO. 754 of 18th May, 1980. 
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The House Building Construction Ccanpanles were Invited to 
built the houses o£ these societies. 
In 1978 the minister for housing declared the policy 
of re«»organlsing these societies on Geographical basis, it 
was declared that every QATHA & NAHEYA will have a society 
Irrespective of the class and profession of the people 
residing there and urged all related offices and organisations 
to extend all facilities to these s cletles. Moreover the 
government also arranged for the supply of raw material and 
labour force. As a result of It the number of cooperative 
2 
housing societies rose to 117 In 1980 . 
In the governorate of MOSUL, the first cooperative 
society was organised by the teachers in 1955. The main 
function of the society was to purchase land In bulk and 
distribute the same eimong its members. Another society cane 
into existence In June 1956 for government servants. Under 
the law Ho. 27 of 1944 which made a good success. 
In 1959 a law was passed under which the government 
was permitted to sell the public land to the&e societies. 
This law gave a fresh life to the cooperative housing 
development programme although its achievements could not be 
I97§ 
1. ALxLF-BA M/^GZIME, Statement • Issue No. 502 of/page 22 - 23, 
2, Khalid Shakir, STATUTORY POSITIOH OF COOPERATIVES IH IRAQ, 
Baghdad 1980, page 91. 
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accordlng to the expectaticna due to lack of devoted member*, 
lack of coordination, inadequate training and knowledge aoout 
the working of cooperative*, lack of experienced members of 
the t)oard of directors and supervisory staff. The political 
instaolllty and establishment of societies on professional 
basis also adversely affected the societies. The government 
was also not keen to support the movement and give a serious 
thought to its problems. 
After the revolution of Jul/ 1968 the government took 
a serious view of the housing problem. In 1970 law No. 202 
was passed to facilitate the establishment of societies in 
cities to provide housing facilities for people migrated 
from country side to seek jobs thrown open after the revolution 
In order to strengthen the financial position of societies, 
the general directorate of cooperatives passed a resolution 
to unite the small societiei. into a big society and allow 
them to function on geographical basis. However, societies 
working outside the city were not covered under it. 
* According to this law ten persons residing in a locality 
were allowed to organise a society. This gave rise to a 
ntJBfnber of jsraali societies. 
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The process of reorganisation into one dig society was 
a healthy step. On the one hand it avoided unhealthy 
competition while on the other hand it made the task of 
supervision. 
After 1970, the housing cooperatives made good progress 
in the governorate of MOSUL. The construction of houses gained 
momentum. It provided employment to a large population engaged 
in construction and allied activities. 
For the development of cooperative housing societies 
in Iraq it is necessary to estaiiilish a cooperative unions for 
these societies and re-organise the movement in country. It 
is also essential to develop a cadre of professional managers 
for these cooperatives and arrange courses as conducted by 
the VKiNICM in India. The seminars and conference can also 
help in strengthening the cooperative movement. Moreover, 
the subject of cooperstin may be introduced at graduate and 
X>ost-graduate level like India to acquaint the youth with its 
theory and practice. 
At present the cooperative housinq societies play a very 
restricted role of purchasing land and alloting it to its 
memoers. Cooperative housing societies of different types 
should oe encouraged, in general, the societies should take 
up the activities like construction of houses, repairing. 
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•upply of furniture and fittings, opening of restaurants 
and shops in the colony and CIUDS for social and cultural 
davalopment. Mo doubt, a liberal financial halp is naedad 
to boost up these societies in future. 
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C0W3UMERS COQPEPATIVE STORES 
Th« consumers oooparative stores were established in 
different parts of the world during the last century under 
various laws. In middle eastern countries some cooperatives 
stores came into existence after 1901. A rapid development 
took place during the first world War under cooperative laws. 
In Iraq the first cooperative consumers society was established 
in 1937 by the staff of Al-Zafaraniya followed by another 
organised in Baghdad in 1942 by the teachers as well am 
government servants. To protect them and provide legal 
assistance the 1944 law No. 27 was passed. Under this law the 
cooperative stores were exempted from taxes and registration 
feet, A discount of 25 percent on transportation charges and 
5 percent on goods was allowed to these societies. But this 
could not boost up the movement due to lack of finances« 
political instaoility* inadequate supervisi n and guiaance. 
It was f It that creation of a cooperative bank was necessary 
for providing sufficient and timely finances and guidance. 
Thus a credit bank was estaulished in 1956 under law No, 65 
which helped the develofment of consumers cooperatives. 
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TABLE II 
PROGRESS OF COOPERMIVE STORES 
YEAR LAW MO. MO. OF SrCI TIES 
1944 27 33 
1959 73 77 
1970 202 109 
• i a i = s s — a s s massif. a E = a B s : a i s s z z s s s s K s s s s a a k s s a a s s s s s s « s s 3 S s : a £ ; K s e B a a r i s B B B B s a s s m a : : 
SourceI Dr. Abdul Ghafoor H.K., COMSUMERS AND H0USIN3 
COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN MOSUL GOVERNORATE, paper 
aubmlttad In the seminar organised by the ARAB L£AGUE 
on Administration and Managemamt of cooperatives, 
dated from 7 to 12 May, 1977» page no. 3. 
AS indicated above the progress was quite discouraging 
before the revolution of July 1968. The law Mo. 202 was passed 
in 1970 which helped the stores. The cooperative Act* was 
passed by the R.C.C. in 1973 (law Ho. 73) giving details about 
their organisation, administration, working, finances, 
supervision and audit etc. After the passing of this act a 
number of societies came into existence. All these societies 
were organised on the basis of professi n and not on regional 
and geographical basis. 
* For salient features of the cooperative act see appendix 
Mo. 
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Th* coop«iratiirtt »tore» made progress after 1976. Their 
capital* business turnover and membership Increased during 
1976-80. Generally these stor s were organised by teachers, 
government servants* governorate offices* military staff etc./ 
amd sold goods like washing machines, refrigerators, coolers, 
air conditioners, radios, transistors, tape recorders and a 
variety of electronic and other goods. Also they sold eggs, 
butter, cheese, toilet goods and other selected items. But 
these stores ha4 been managed lilce a joint enterprise without 
any cooperative spirit. The educated members dcxninated others 
and stores functioned aimlessly caring only to avoid losses. 
They could not achieve their aims due to lacX of patronage, 
education, inadequate and irregular supplies, heavy expenditure 
on maintenance of account books and staff. 
In view of the chequered history of these stores in Iraq 
and experience it is suggested that enlightened membership, 
better relet onship between public and cooperative sector, 
more emphasis oa their development in rural areas; development 
of professional managers and staff should be emphasised in 
future. 
1. These stores follow the principles of coopciative as laid 
down by the I.C.A, Por details see Ph.D. thesis of 
Dr. B.L. Sharroa, a consximers cooperation (un-puolished), 
A.M.U., Aligarh, 
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In 1979 the planning ministry preparod a detailed 
report for their future development and accordingly stor a 
have ijeen strengthened In Iraq, The war imposed by Iran 
haa further boosted up the cooperative movement in Iraq. 
In short the cooperative movement has served the 
urban population through cooperative housing societies and 
consumers stores. As both these are of recent origin in 
Iraq, therefore their impact cannot be evaluated. Anyway 
it can be concluded that inspite of many teething problems, 
they made a good progress. 
Chapter V 
Working and Socio-Economic Role of 
Coopratives 
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CHAPTER V 
WORKING AND SOCIQ^ECOHOMIC ROLE 
OF COOPERATIVES 
The structure and operation* of cooperatives are based 
on the philosophy of state, its constitution and government 
within the internationally accepted principles of cooperation, 
Moreover, cooperatives must be adapted to the culture, 
characteristics and needs of the country they are serving. 
Accordingly the govern ent of Iraq has determined three main 
characteristics for cooperatives which may best serve the 
country namely t 
1. Mandatory membership <- presently membership in a 
cooperative is mandatory for farmers receiving redistributed 
land because a high percentage of them are uneducated and 
unfamiliar with the purposes and the oeneflts of the 
cooperative method. 
2« Supervised management - the central government 
supervises and controls the operation of tt» cooperative. 
There are administrative specialists in different fields of 
agriculture assigned by the government to aid and direct 
1. Al-Izzy Jasim Mohammed, M.A, Economics disse; tati n, 
Pennsylvania University 1977, page 22. 
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the fanner to achieve higher productivity. 
3. Multiple purpose - a wide variety of services is 
provided for each member* These services include edxacatlon 
in procuctlon* cons\imptlon« administration of loans, marketing, 
social welfare programmes and education. 
The Structure; of Cooperatives! 
The strvieture of the cooperative consists of three 
components. They are (1) a governmant consultant who serves 
as an advisor and a governiT.ent llaaion officer, (2) the 
manager anc his four men committee to adfi^ i^nlster the operations 
and (3) the farm workers who perform the actual farm labour. 
All cooperative members have an equal voice in determining 
policy. All rae^Tib rs contribute toward the n<»nlnal capital 
oy pa zing raswbcrship fee and purchasing shares. 
The Goyornme;nt Consul tan ti 
The government consultant %-ct3 as a llaeion officr 
between the cooperative and the government. Because he is 
not a mmtaer, he has no vote. He works as advisor to the 
manager and guides the committee on advancing loans. It is 
his dutj to brief the members about qovernraont policy and 
regulat vns so that any resolution against such policy may not 
be passed. He visits the cooperative once or twice each week 
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and participates In all administrative meetings. He is paid 
toy the government on salary basis and does not draw any 
benefit from the society. 
The Manager and the Administrative Coromitteet 
The manager of the cooperative works with the 
governrr.eat consultant and a fo\ir men committee consisting of 
an assistant manager, secretary, cashier and a farm worker 
member. They are alactad by the members for a two year term. 
Any coopecBtive member is eligiole for these positions if 
he meets c<=ri. tain condition© laid down by the government. 
The manager, is responsible for the overall planning 
and ozg^niTinq functions of the cooperative for which approval 
of the executive comirdttee is essential. The success of the 
cooperativ*? depends primarily on the aff icienty of the manager. 
His ability to make the post effective end sound decisions 
determine the prospects v£ the sivciety. 
The Farm Workers» 
The farm labourer also plays an important role in 
incr< asing producti n. Farm workers are also members and they 
elect offic >ear€rs. They are also part of the policy making 
bod;. They perfonr the day-to-day farm tasks related to the 
production of basic crops. In addition they individually 
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make all the declaioos Involved in their vegetable crop and 
live-atook dusinesa. 
Lack of education is e probtem within the fgricultural 
labovir force in Iraq. The laboiir force haa a high percentage 
of illiterate and uneducated worker*. Thia effects the 
productivity of the cooperative. More education would help 
farmers to improve the organization and operation of fams. 
TO increaae the abilities of the people within this 
sector, the government has taken several steps. They have 
initiated adult education classes in reading and writing. 
Also agricultural research progransnes have been started to 
find better production methods. They have developed 
agricultural extension prograwmes to act as a liasion between 
the agricultural researchers and the fanners. 
The Role of Capitali 
The cooperative needs ph/sical resources as well as 
management and manpower in order to increase production. 
Capital must be available if the farmers are to obtain these 
inputa» Capital ia necessary for construction* machinery* 
tools* trucks and operating expenses. There are several 
sources of credit available to the Iraqi cooperative farmers. 
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They can be divided into internal and external sources . 
I. internal Sourcesi 
a) Membership fee 
b) Shares 
c) Retained reserves 
II. External Sourcesi 
a) Government subsidies 
b) Borrowing fromi 
i) Agricultural bank 
ii) Private sector 
Internal Credit Sourcest 
In order to acquire membership o£ the society a fee 
of one denar is paid as admission fee. Moreover* one share 
of five denar is to oe taken b/ the person to beccane member. 
A member can purchase more than one share but no person can 
own more than 10 percent of the total shares of the 
cooperative. 
The income of the cooperative society are divided as 
* 
follows: 
* For details see cooperative societies act 1970« Republic 
of Iraq. 
1. J.M. Al-I«zy, THE PERFORMANCE OF COOPERATIVES AS A RURAL 
DEVELOPMENT TOOL IN IRAQ 1977, page 27. 
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a) A minimum of forty percent must go to retained reservea. 
b) A minimum of ten percent must go to general service*. 
This category includes both maintenance on roads and 
buildings and social activities for cooperative membrs, 
c) A minimum of five percent must go to farmers who 
contributed most to the cooperatives wolume of business. 
d) Approximately twenty percent goes to farmers as dividends 
on capital stock. 
e) Approximately twenty five percent is divided equally 
among all cooperative members. 
The helaw given table indicates the capital of these 
coopera tives. 
TABLE I 
NOMINAL CAPITAL AND RETAINED RESERVES OF COOPERATIVES 
IN IRAQ FROM 1961 TO 1974. 
Year 
Average Number 
of Farms in 
Cooperative 
Nominal 
capital 
Total 
capital 
tmmmn^mmmmmmmmmtmmtm Retained 
Reserves 
Average 
Per Cooperative 
Nominal Retained 
Capital Reserves 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
SourceI 
125 
168 
175 
131 
132 
131 
134 
133 
126 
136 
153 
162 
159 
147 
2,078 
3,217 
7,312 
28,699 
56,377 
76,167 
100,296 
111,269 
145,925 
213,880 
267,581 
342,652 
490,242 
596,802 
DENAR 
494 
2,034 
3,102 
7,778 
16,612 
26,919 
46,949 
56,155 
73,604 
87,096 
154,899 
260,282 
330,879 
421,181 
122 
64. 
112. 
127, 
189. 
207. 
244, 
235 
240. 
272 
322. 
345, 
384 
.2 
3 
5 
6 
2 
5 
6 
,2 
0 
1 
0 
4 
5 
432.5 
29 
40 
47 
37 
55 
73 
117 
118 
121 
111 
186.4 
262.4 
259.5 
305.2 
Abdual, aakey and others, THE ROLE OF COOPERATIVE IN 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT, Baghdad, 1976, page 17. 
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External Credit Sources: 
Cooperatives depend on external sources for most of 
their capital. Government subsidies are an important source 
of capital. The government plays all investment and 
operating expenses of arranging irrigation facilities so that 
farmers in the irrigated area receive water free or on 
nominal charges. The government also helps in the construction 
of on-fatro storage for oaslc crops and provides agricultural 
machinery, equipment etc. to cooperatives. Tne agricultural 
bank provides credit liberally to the members of these 
cooperatives MH^mlt has been indicated below 
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During the period 1976-82 the quantum of loan has 
grown faatly. The following table indicates the number of 
cooperative societies and loan given for agricultural 
development. 
TABLE 
Year 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
Sourcet Dr. Abdul Hadl Rashid, REPORT ON AGRICULTURE, 
Ministry of agriculture and agrarian reform, 
Baghdad 1983, page 15. 
ToSf Toans 
in thousand 
8796 
9295 
13765 
21214 
2472 
28212 
21223 
dinar 
Number of 
cooperative 
1810 
1891 
2315 
2064 
2014 
1992 
1931 
Credit from Private Sourcest 
Loan for agricultural pturposes is also avails ^le from 
private sources i.e., merchants, middlemen and relations. 
Money borrowed can be put to any use the farmer deems necessary, 
including those not related to agricultural production. Loans 
from the private sector are usually repaid first. One reason 
is that all loans are for one year and must be repaid at the 
end of that year. Because these loans are personal transaction* 
the farmer feels a greater degree of responsibility and he 
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places a higher priority on their repayment . 
A significant number of farmers depend upon private 
lenders for loans. Most owners of less than 60 donxim are 
members of cooperative societies. Farmers having small 
holdings account for 69.1 percent of all loans advanced to 
farmers by private lenders as given below 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF LAND HOLDINGS AND PERCENTAGE 
OF LOANS OBTAINED FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN 
IRAQ IN 1971 
a s B S B S s s s s s s s s s s s B K a i a i u s B a a t a i a c a x B a s B B S s s s s a t a s s s s s s s s s B s s m s s s K B a i s a s K a s B a s a i a 
Total loansffrom Farm Size 
in Donum 
Less than 4 
4-30 
30-60 
60-100 
100 and more 
Total 
Land Ho 
9.8 
46.7 
27.2 
8.8 
7.5 
100.0 
percent 
9.5 
38.2 
21.4 
10.1 
20.8 
100.0 
I B S B B B B B S B B B B B a 
Source: Abdul Wahab, Husain and Abdul Nabi« Kassim, 
COOPERATIVE FARMS IN IRAQ, Baghdad, 1976, page 13. 
Generally the farmers prefer to obtain loans from the 
private sector rather than from the agricultural bank or from 
the cooperative society. The principal reason for this is 
1. Op-cit Al-I8zy, P«oe 36. 
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that generally loans from the private sector are received 
int rest free. Sometimes these loans from merchants and 
middlemen are not without strings. Of course blood relatives 
and friends who lend a significant portion of the money do 
not charge interest. It is isecause of Islamic society which 
proh.bits inte4.est on loan. Farmers also prefer this loan 
as it can be utilised for different purposes - productive 
as well as non-productive. 
The ability to obtain loans from the private sector 
varies usually it depends on the farmer's financial position 
and ability to repay and on his personal integrity. However, 
all farmers in miral areas are able to octain some money 
because of the strong family relationships that exist in 
Iraqi society. The following tables indicates that in the 
states of Kanian and Da/ala the private loans have been given 
on verbal assurances* verbal guarantee etc. 
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TABLE ^ 
SOURCES OF LOAN PREFERENCE FOR A SAMPLE OF 
PRIVATE FARMERS HI KANIAN AND MUKIDUPIA 
DAYALA STATE IN 1967. 
Farmers 
Source 
!• Friends and neighbours 
2. Blood relatives 
3. Middlemen 
4. Village people 
S. Agricultural Bank 
6. Merchants 
7. Agricultural cooperatives 
8. Other 
Total 
Number 
101 
68 
29 
28 
19 
13 
13 
9 
280 
Percent 
36.1 
24.3 
10.4 
10.0 
6.8 
4.6 
4.6 
3.2 
100.0 
Sources Ali« Mohammed and Al-Izzy« Jasim, THE ROLE OF 
AGRICULTURE CREDIT IN IRAQ, COMMERCE JOURNAL, 
Baghdad 1971, page 24. 
TABLE VI 
SECURITY FOR PRIVATE LOANS OBTAINED BY PRIVATE 
FARMERS IN KAKIAN AND MUKIDUPIA IN 1977 
Farmers 
Source of Security 
1. Assurance given oy 
personal friends 
2. Assxirance given by 
blood relatives 
3. Personal finances 
and position 
4. Economic relation ^ 
or cooperation 
Total 
Number 
135 
39 
8 
36 
218 
Percent 
61.9 
17.9 
3.7 
16.5 
100.0 
1. Tne lender either buys from or sells to the borrower. 
SourceI Ali, Mohammad and Al-Izzy, Jasim, THE ECONOMICS 
EVALUATION AND ITS USAGES IN IRAQ, CCMMERCE JOURNAL, 
Baghdad, No. 1, 1970, page 15. 
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Soclo-EcoiKwaic Role I 
The nation has high hopes and looks upon dooperatives 
as a means of socio-economic development. 
The social aims of cooperatives have been summarised 
as follows . 
1. Creating a spirit of cooperation, sacrifices and 
self reliance for better relations between the members of 
the agricultural cooperative and to strengthen feelings of 
freedom and develop a sense of individual social 
responsibility. 
2. Developing an educational and cultural service by 
doing away with the old inherited customs for a better life. 
3. Getting rid of illiteracy, poverty and diseases by 
improving the environroenty and making social, educational, 
health, economic and recreational projects. 
4. Creating a self-confidence and better social 
relationships through public meetings. 
5. Improving the ethical relationships among the members 
of the cooperative society, and establishing new customs in 
the society. Solving the existing problems and making use 
of the members* spare time. 
1. Hassan Younis Al-Samarrai, THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURAL 
COOPERATIVES IN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN IRAQ 
(unpui:'lished thesis). University of Tennessee, 
Knoxvilla - U.S.A. 
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7. Achieving social squalit/ by reducing disparities in 
income distribution. To decrease the economic and educational 
gaps among the various levels of society. 
The Social Functioos of Agricultural Cooperativeat 
A cooperative organisation is an instrument of 
education. The cooperative movement has oeen an educational 
and social movement oefore it turned to business. A 
cooperative society gives the lesson of democratic living 
and developing responsioilities among people. The 
cooperative movement strives for social haztnony in 
contemporary life that is full of social tensions. 
Cooperatives teach that individuals depend on one another, 
and they roust work together for social progress. The 
cooperative mov^oent provides the means of social change 
without resolving to undesirable methods and violence. 
Cooperative action induces attainment of social goals. These 
include improved healthy more adequate housing, development 
of cooperative enterprises, acceptance of responsibilities 
of citizenship, better personal hygiene and more housing 
conveniences. As cooperatives ere not financially strong, 
therefore they survive on their moral strength. 
h^ fl?,r^ 
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AqricttlturaX Cooperatiire Extension Programme* i 
The extenalon programmes for agriculture cooperatives 
1 
have three main aims . 
1. Econ<xaic development 
2. Social develojmtent 
3. Educational development 
Economic Development* 
The main objectives of extension in promoting econooilc 
develoi»nent aret 
a) Higher inccnne thr ugh increased production. 
b) Better financial management 
c) Better marXeting methods 
d) More effective resourse managem«it and coordination 
to reduce the effect of risk and uncertainty. 
Social development! 
The main objectives in promoting social development aret 
a) Developing personalities 
b) Sharing responsibilities 
c) Reducing social stratification 
d) Developing leadership 
e) Improving health 
1. Opcit Alsammarrai* page 26. 
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Educational Improveroenti 
The extension programmes help in the effectiveness 
of adult education programmes of the government. Extension 
programmes help in the communication of latest in the field 
of agriculture. 
In order to bring about changes in the field of 
agriculture, the Iraqi government has set up several types of 
communication systems in collaboration with the cooperatives 
to ensure the implementation of extension programmes. The 
means of cominunicaticn arei (1) radio and television; 
(2) pamphlets; (3) motion pictures; (4) field demonstration; 
(5) formal class meetings; (6) information meetings; 
(7) visiting homes and farms. 
Educ ition and Organisation in the Agricultural Cooperative 
rgqlopg* 
The general union of agriculture cooperatives took 
the responsibility . .• developing educational s/st«n to improvi 
the fxuictions of cooperatives. The General Association for 
the education of farmers was initiated in order to instruct 
and prepare an efficient staff at various levels to educate 
the members socially and economically. 
Social Training Programmes! 
tach of the 18 governates has a farmer's education 
centre* These csntr » prepare short training programmes 
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(u«tw«en 7 to 14 days duration) for their members, especially 
for the benefit of the cooperative administrative board. The 
centres are furnished with all the required facilities as 
needed during the training programmes period such as class 
rocm», living quarters and dining halls. 
Training of Government Agricultural Personnels 
The institute of agriculture cooperative and extension 
impart education to the goveonment personnel who work in the 
agr cultural sector for supervising and demonstrating the 
operation of the agricultural cooperative. The cooperative 
centre prepares specialized manpower and trains them to work 
and function in developing and operating the collective farms. 
The personnel inv Ived in the programme are graduates from 
ComiT,erce« Soc al Sciences and agriculture. The programmes 
include lectures in financing, fazm management, administration, 
marketing, accounting and agricultural production. 
EconoBtic Aims I 
The cooperatives play most important role in the 
economic development oy underk«kitt*|,.atl types of activities 
for increasing agricultural and industrial production, 
marketing of produce and other activities necessary for 
economic betterment. 
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The «ccnomic alms of coop«r«tlv«» in Iraq can ba 
summarised as follows • 
1. Increasing productivity byi 
(a) Agrarian reform 
(b) using the most efficient means of production 
(c) Improving the marketing process. 
2. Increasing the economic returns of members of the 
coopera tives. 
3. Helping to stabilise the nation's economy 
4. Assisting the members of a cooperative society oyt 
(a) stabilizing prices and controlling inflation 
(b) Eliminating exploitation of both producers and 
consumers 
(c) Developing proceduxes for deciding on social 
investment priorities and implimtenting these 
decisions. 
It may oe concluded from the aoove that the cooperatives 
have w rked under strains. Due to lack of professional 
management, enlightened n^mbership and trained staff, the 
cooperatives could not achieve the desired objectives. Still 
it can iae maintained that they have broken a new ground and laid 
down a good foundation for future fiocio-economic development of 
rural masses. 
1. Quoted from the ROLE OF AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES » 
8CON0MIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN IRAQ - 1978. 
Chapter VI 
Agricultural Cooprative Bank of 
Iraq 
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CHAPTER VI 
AQRICULTtlRAL COOPERATIVE BAMK (g IRAQ 
In viaw of •m«X'9ent n«ed to fin«nc« agriculture* • 
number of iMaaures ware taken in Iraq aftar 1935. A bank 
waa esta£>liahad in 1935 vhlch started ftsnctioning in 1936 
under law No. 51 to provide loana to agriculturiata aa 
well aa Industrialiata* However« it oould not fulfill the 
demands of agricultural sector and the agricultural bank 
was establiahad in 1940 (und r law No, 18). After the 
1958 revolution the revolutionary government realised that 
limited functions discharged by thla bank could not help 
the economy. Thua in 1956 another law was paased under 
which cooperative banka came into exiatence with a capital 
of 2S«00,000 ID. In the year 1968 when the R.C.C. took over 
under the leadership under Ba*ath party a number of maaaurea 
w re taken to develop agriculture. The government decided 
to eatabliah a separate bank and consequently under law 
No. 110 (1970) the name of the agricultxiral bank waa changed 
t>Y establishing ainother bank known as the agricultural 
coc^perative oank of Iraq. 
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Fttnctiop*» 
Tha bank endeavours to finance all agricultural 
activities In general and cooperative and collective 
farming in particular wlthoutntaking into account the 
profit as an aim in its activities. 
For these purposes^ the i3ank provldes the following 
servicesJ 
1. Haking loans in cash or In kind to the cooperative 
peasants societies and collective farms according to 
their needs in order to realise the purposes laid down 
in their by-laws and annual production plans. 
2. Lending the farmers, agricultiiral producers, agricultural 
companies for manifold agricultural purposes. 
3. Participation in agricultural companies aiming at 
improvement of agriculture and land reclmation as well as 
develojaoent of animal wealth. 
4. Encouragement of economy and s&vlngs, acceptance of their 
deposits and carrying on such banking operations as may 
be required by the activities of the cooperative peasants 
societies, collective farms and Individual farmers. 
5. Any othar financing services connected with agricultural 
developsMnt. 
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6. Participation in constructiiM^ suoh agricultural 
induatriaa as may be thought fit by the Ministry oi 
Agrieultura and Agrarian Reform. 
Main Activitias of the Banki 
Following tha 17th>30th July Ravclution« the Bank 
has i!tol>ilised all its available financial resources and 
adninistrative capability to bring into effect the directives 
of the Revolution's Leadership in order to realise its 
objectives in the sphere of agricultural development in 
accordance with the plan of the Revolution. In the neantliRe. 
the Revolution has endeavoured to back and develop the Bank^s 
activitiea and services. In this connection* the bank.s law 
No. 110 of 1974 was enacted whereby new avenues have been 
opened up for the bank in its lending operations add services 
extended by increasing its capital to ID 15 mm. and 
thereafter to ID 50 mm. in 1979. The bank has, therefore, 
been able to develop, expand and regulate its agricultural 
services in nanlfold directions aiming mainly at achieving 
a comprehensive agricultural development raising ti e level 
of production and improving quality thereof, whether in the 
field of agricultural production or animal wealth and poultryi 
this is in addition to making available the agricultural 
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m<ichiRery and impl^nents. Meanwhile, tt e production loans 
were provided at certain term* connected with the procedure 
and manner of thtir utilization. Besides* the bank has 
acted in cooperation with the Department of Agricultural 
Supervision and Extension* cooperative peasants societies, 
popular organisations and peasants cultural centres to 
attain the objects of agricultural and rural development In 
the country. 
The agricultxaral lending operations have* t erefore, 
developed and have steadily increased at record rates not 
witnessed by the Bank prior to the Revolution. wh?reas the 
Banks loans did not exceed ZD 1*916*553 in 1968/1969 and 
ID 5*045*543 in 1974/1975, they have amounted to ID 31*681*416 
in 1979. It can be noted frcxn the comparision between the 
loans in 1978 and 1979 according to their agricultural 
purposes that there are varying increases achieved as shown 
belowI 
1. XfOans disbursed for agricultural supplies have risen 
from ID 7*798*153 in 1978 to ID 9,652*308 in 1979. 
2. Marketing Loans disbursed have risen from ID 4*216*803 
in 1978 to ID 7,888,506 in 1979. 
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3. Loans disburcd to poultxyman in 1978 were ZO 2,425«839 
while th«y amounted to ID 4,350,196 In 1979. 
4. Loans made to other animal wealth projects In 1978 were 
ID 1«313,431 and amounted to Tu 1,576,490 In 1979. 
5. Loans disbursed In respect of agricultural machinery 
and Implements were ID 1,468,286 In 1978 and amounted 
to ID 1,992,808 m 1979. 
6. Loans disbursed to farmer* In respect of orchards In 
1979 amounted to II 2,197,903 compared with ID 1,531,751 
In 1978. 
7. Loan^ made for other purposes amounted to ID 1,683,146 
In 1979 comparec) with ID 667,270 In 1978. 
8. Loans disbursed for the purpose of machinery sezrvices 
have risen to ID 2,173,765 In 1979 compared with 
ID 1,818,408 m 1978. 
9. Loans made with respect to building an Installations were 
U} 19,725 m 1978 and went up to ID 60,554 in 1979. 
Lending Plant of 197^ 
The financing plan adopted by the 8th Annual 
Agricultural conference was characterized by comprehensiveness 
and universality In connection with all requirements of 
agricultural action. The total allocations of the pl«n have 
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gone up consldsrably in comparision with th« allocations of 
last yearf th« gross sums ear-marked under the plan for 1979 
have amounted to ID 43,029,376 while the allocations of 1978 
did not exceed ID 30,828,998, The increase covered all 
categories of borrowers as shown hereunder! 
1. Allocations tede for the cooperative sector increased 
to ID 29,550,376 in 1979, compared with ID 27,578,998 
in 1978. 
2. Allocations of the socialist sector went up to ID 
12,000,000 in 1979, compared with ID 2,000,000 in 1978. 
3. Private sector allocations increased to ID 1,500,000 
compared with ID 1,250,000 Likewise, the gross withdrawals 
have risen to good rates in the course of financing 
ope-ationsi the percentage of actual withdrawals amounted 
to 60% in 1979, compared with not more than 59Jt in 1978. 
The report shows the breakdown and nature of the sums and 
withdrawn under the plan, 6n the other hand the 8th Annual 
Agricultural Conference has approved a nximber of 
recommendations designed to faciliate lending operations 
during the year. 
The periodwise classification of loans made available 
by the cooperative credit system in Iraq consists of short/ 
medium and long term loans. 
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1. Short term lo«na ara granted for a period not excaeding 
ona year for meeting aeaaonal agricultural expenses to be 
incurred in purchasing seeds, fertilizers, small agricultural 
elements and for Rieetin9 expenses for harvesting the crops. 
It has been revealed from the records of the bank that a 
sum of aoout 20 million I.D. representing 62 percent of the 
total loans disbursed durinof the year 1979 consisted of 
short term loans. These loans play an important role in 
meeting the current financial needs of the cooperatives as 
well as individual farmers expenses incurred in connection 
with harvesting and marketing of crops also. 
2. Medium Term loans are advanced for a period extending 
frcHs three to five years for pxirchasing agricultural machinery, 
pump set, a pair of bullokks, for reclaimation of land, 
consolidations of holdings, construction of pucca drams etc. 
Bank*s records indicate that medium term loans of one 
million l£&. representing 31 percent of the total loans were 
disbursed during the year 1979. 
In addition the oank also provides financial assistance 
for technological development in agriculture in the socialist 
sector. However, the cooperatives and individual farmers 
1, The Agricultural Cooperative Bank, ANNUAL REPORT AND 
BALANCE SHLBT 1979 
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genorally purch««« th«ir own machinery with the help of 
these loans. The u e of improved technology helps in 
increasing the productivity of land under cultlvat on. 
Now-a-days it has oecome almost necessary for every 
cooperative society to have its own machines and farming 
implements, 
AS a matter of fact the bank has adopted a liberal 
policy of advancing loans for adopting improved agricultural 
technology and animal husbandry for improving their breed at 
low r£.te of interest for making permanent improvement in 
production techniques and productivity of land. This policy 
has resulted in making pezrmanent changes in the production 
process in a variety of ways and new projects of live-stock, 
fish and poultry breeding are coming up at a taster rate 
than before, 
3, Long Term Crediti- During late seventies the agricultural 
coopevative bank expanded its loaning operatl;n8 by advancing 
long term loans for a period extending from i>ix to ten years 
for effecting permanent improvement in land. These loans 
are provided for the following purposess 
(a) Construction and maintenance of orchards; 
(b) Projects for enlarging date-palm farms and date 
Industry; 
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(c) Land reclamation and sinking of wells and 
tube wells; 
(d) Construction of ware Rouses and farm houses for 
storing agr cultural produce* 
However* till 1979* long term loans formed only 
3 percent of the total loan disoursement for cgrlcuit\»ral 
purposes. It is felt that this bank has to increase its 
activities for rapid development of agriculture. 
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APPENDIX A 
OIL REVEWE3 
(U.S. $ million) 
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1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
521 
340 
575 
1,900* 
6,000* 
8,000* 
* Estimate 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
8,500* 
9,500* 
11,600* 
21,200* 
26,500* 
10,400* 
Sources Europe Publications Limited, 18 Beiford Square 
London WCIB 3JM, 1982-83, page 454. 
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APPENDIX C 
TAB£.£ SHOHZHG PftOOOCTIOII OP PSIf 
OimZltO 197#-«i 
S i s * 
n l l l l o B 
toa/thottsand 
torn 
ton/thotwand 
tc»a/thou««iid 
Prodttotloi 
1976 
S27 
34 
226 
i i a 
28 
SELBCTKD Zf I M 
k ProdtietloB Produtttioa 
1990 
960 
M 
331 
133 
S2 
1991 
9S0 
74 
120 
149 
49 
souroei Report of Agricultural Ministry • Baghdad 1993* 
paga 24, DK, AJadta Hadl Rasiiia. 
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liyT^ffTiBBi IB 
HISTORICAL IVOLUTiai OF THg C<X»HU^TIV1* 
svoltitioB Of turn 
Coqp«r«ti'r* 
N«iB P«riod of Votnro of 
AneiOQt SgyptloB tr» 
Babylonian sr« 
SarXr orook lr« 
Anol«Bt Chlnoso 
A«ooel«tiott« 
S«rly Chrl«U.«a i^« 
l«rb«rle A90 
Riso of loloii 
MlddlO AgOfl 
1100 to IISO B.C. 
3000 to S40 B.C. 
3000 to 325 B.C. 
200 B«C« 
SlO BAC* to 
47S «wi^ . 
1 to 313 A.D« 
47« to 700 A«D« 
#00 to 1490 A.O. 
SOO to 1400 A,tr. 
CroftOMon Mid 
Ort lMIB OSMK 
elotloao. 
Co«op tonoat 
faming. 
Burial baaafit 
and eraftMMB** 
aooiatiaa. 
Xtoaa aooiatiaa. 
Burial baaaflt 
awi oraftaaaa'a 
aocxotlaa. 
Artiaan 
aooiatiaa wiift 
burial bauafita. 
Co-op 
davalopaMmt 
a t i f l a d . 
CooparatioB 
atraaaad aa part 
of tha faXUi. 
(iilda asTolopad. 
ChaaMMkiau 
flwepsratiira 
fomad. 
CO»tlM»d 
100 
il«ii«is*«nce« Period 
Ziidtt«tri«l Revolution 
1400 to 17S0 A*0. Joint mtoOL 
orgUBlsod, 
17S0 to 1944 A.D, K t^uAl flco 
••«oel«tloil« 
v«r« begun. 
(«} Wmmf cnpltftllsts 
(b) ftoehd«l« Soeloty 
(o) IMAffolMB er«dlt 
Societies 
17€9 A»&. 
1844 A.D. 
lOftO A«D* 
organlsfid • 
c&uvmmr eoojp* 
•nt l iro . 
Modern ora of 
eo^poxntioa 
bog«B wltii 
eoasumttr 
<K»Op«r«tlVMI* 
Wmwm and erodlt 
eo^porntlvo* 
woro early 
#ov«lop8ioata« 
Conaunor eradlt 
ualo&a bagan to 
bo dovalopad. 
Atonic and Spaea Aga 194S A*D« to 
praaaat 
saoond owBtary 
of eooparatloB 
bagaa vlth 
laera«alB^ axpta-
ala oa huMiJifm* 
ampmetm, 
CoQi>ara%iiraa 
baeana Mich tmxm 
aif^lfleant* 
*Roy, E,p. cooparatlyeat Today oad Toiaorrqw, 1969. (Tha 
Zatarstata Priatara aad Publlaiiara/xW. Saavilla, ZI*) pg. $7. 
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APPESDIX E 
REQIOK AS m li«JlI->19eO. 
Detai ls Are* (000) 
M«ah«r« 
M«adMrs 
Xioe«l «e€»p«r«tiv« 
M«oeUt ioa« (X) 37619 
Joint eo<q^«r«tivtt 
•••oeiaticMMi •<x-> 
Coll«etiiNi eoop«r«tl'v« 
fam* 718 
Sp«oiallB«d eo<qp«rativa 
•••oeiatloBSt 
imsbaodry •* 
B«« Iire«dln9 ••* 
r ishlag and f i sh breading 
ABiMSl braading -»» 
Markating — 
MttiBtoar of oooparativa farmars 
of a l l aaaociatioas *• 
331973 
1721 
7569 
1935 
a4s 
79 
3S3 
145 
3217 
!l«30 
<2} 
Z 
2 
14 
35 
4 
3411959 
(X) Xaeludj^g aaaoeiationa apaolalisad in hortleultura 
(2) Maabar tharaof ara ineltidad in tlia local cooparativa 
aaaoeiatioaa. 
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^sssm&r^ 
In ord«r to WNit th« <3«n«ids of KimDZSH pmoiplm m 
I m was pttssod la 1975 to <sov«r tho load owBcraliJLp protolOM 
of AutoDOMOttS rogioa. midor tliio Xov tho owaorshlp of 
load wao pooaod oftor tokiag iato ooaoXdorotioa vorloaa 
foetoro vis** loe«tioa# valao of «rop rolsod oa tha load 
aad Irrigatioa ayatoa etc* Tho low proserlbod tho load 
dlotributioa oo folio**.. Umxlmm (Doauaa) 
1. Iidiid 9outli Of raiafttll 11« SQO 
2. liOad Sorth of raijifall llo 300 
3. italafod aad eultlvablo load for tobaeeo* 
rleo» vogotablo or oottfNi 40 
4. Coltivablo laad irrlgatctd by rlYor wator SO 
5. Laad ralafod irrigatioa (eultivabla for 
wlator oropo) 100 
•• l«ad aador river irrigatioa projoet for 
viator oropo 120 
7. Laad plaatod witft fruit troos 40 
t. Load uador rivor irrigatioa SO 
Tho oporatioB of tlio low Ha, 117 of 1070 was 
•uapoadod OIKI it wao doeidod to rodiotriooto imu& 
aeeordiag to ^ i a law. 
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A3W>8liPXX a 
HHIISTRY or J^ GRICULTURI MID M««IIAII Rgfowi 
ACT 9F AORICPLTOItAL CO-OPERATIVg gOCI»TIIS 
LAW IIO> 14a YEAR If 77 
(Trft»iXat«4 frcm Ar<iiut#io 1« lairi«i) 
ArticX« Mo* 2 
1* Co«>op«r«tlv«« should b« •st«bl ish«d i a •9ir««iMi 
jcwfom ajnia. 0«ly f«jnMir« WIMNM l«aci JUi aot iMyoadi 
tlM mmximm l l « i t of t t e ajr«« «Gcardlag to tlio 
aorarioM c*fom w i l l mt i t « lo^Rbars. 
2 . Co-oporatiTos outsido th« «r*« of agrariaa 
r«fox« w i l l eoBsist of 
o) FarMors, peoplo ongagad in agrienltiaral 
aet iv l t loo« agrleultural labotur* and others* 
B«t thalx l*nd should bo not bofond two tiawio 
of tho maxlmitt, «iroa of agrarian rafonii Ho* 117 
of 1970, 
b) Al l bonoflolarios from tho agrarian rofoCM 
i f thero «ro ao oo-oparativas in thair oraaa. 
3 . Colloetivo farms insida sad outsids tho araa 
of agrarisa raform. 
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for • •» • piirpo«« i» not nlXowfid. 
A y t i c l n Mo» § 
Bylaws shoiald bn pr«p«r«d for oneh ee-oporativo. 
M^f^* fff f f 
Stnieturo of n oo-oporatiiro in tho country slMmKI 
• • folioirst 
X. A eo«Kqp«r«lriTon may Ho oatabliali by paopla, 
•itbar matio^pnrpoaa or apaeiaXiaod. 
2. Joint eo'-oporatiraa eonaiating of two co^ 
op«rati¥« or nora at tha XairaX of Nahia of oadah. 
3. LooaX union ba aatabllahad at Qadah XavaX. 
4. Qnlon at Mohafadah XavaX wiXl conalat of aXX 
XoeaX tmiona. 
5. SpaeiaXiaad co-oparatlva wil^ ba at NationaX 
XeveX. 
i . GonaraX icnion of agriettltviral co-oparativa 
ecnaiat of aXX nniona of Mohafadah and apaaiaXiaad 
cto-i^parativaa. 
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Mo. 14 a«Miirfti ho^f G0B«ifft frmt mil in«nbers of 
••oh •oeioty *ad oinury aioiabor on joys <»M 
irotm OQly irr«iqp«et to hi* shauros* 
No* IS Bo«rd of Dlroetor* should bs ionMd for 
•vory soei«ty« to msasgo tlis »ffairs of 
tho soeioty. Himloers of ths Board should 
bs aot less than fiiro and mora than savan. 
Miaistar of agriculture ean add not flK»ra than threa 
mambars to this l^ oart?. 
Prasi^ant* •iea'-]presi^ «it« saeretari" and eashiar 
should ba alactad by tha Board of Direotors, 
Tha rresidant or via^o^raaid^nt or any ethar nanJbar 
salaetad by th« Board of &irao#ors ean rapresant tha soeiaty 
bafora others. 
All datail ragarding tha affairs of tha soeiaty 
should be dlseussad by tha Board. 
Financing and Accounting of tha aoeiatyt 
Mo» !• Pinanea of tha society consist of 
1} Shares F\md 
2} Reserve Pond 
3) Contributed fund accordinc tn bylaw 
of tha society. 
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•ad •v»«y iMMii3«r« share* «hcmld tm aot less than 
tiurc* sis«ir«« vRd aot aK»r« ttiaa 10 |>«re«nt out 
of total aharaa of tha soelaty. 
h) Tim rata of oaoh ahara should ba flxad bf 
tha bylaws of tha soeiaty and aot lass than two 
Dinars for aaeh« 
e) aharas ara issuad ia tha aama of Uia subseribar 
and c««* aot ba transfarad to otJiars. They •'^ 
traasfarabla to matnlsars of tha sneiaty. 
(i) Mo lat«raat on tha mlniaum limit of coapttlsory 
aharas. Interest ean ba givea only aot owra ^laa 
60% oa tha amount of axtra aharas purohasad by a 
mmdMir. 
a) Evary nMsbar has to pay adalssioa faa as 
daterminad by the General tinioa of agricultural 
co-oparativas• 
Wo. 18 
Raaarya Fund consist front* 
1. Farcantaga from net incona 
2. EBtraaoa yeas 
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! • All iBterast and r«t«uni whleh wi l l iMi 
«Rvr«f^ Ma«l>I« aftar fiva yaara. 
4 , ZHUkatloiia aa^ hal]^. 
5. Any X999rr9 whidi will ba rataiaad by tlia 
soelaty aaoordlng to its bylaw. 
Ho* 19 
1399 of rnsmrvm fund is act allovad unlaaa 
pamiaaioa takan froai Gaoaral Body and tha Uaioa 
as wall aa Miaiatry of Agrioultura. 
I^ t U 
Sail or seal or pawn the aheraa of a naabar or 
any right balonga to him in tha aoelaty. 
ito. 24 
All tha msmf balongiaa to a^ciaty should ba 
dapoaitad in tha Agricultural Co-oparativa Bank. 
»0, 2S 
Aecounting ayatam and Account Ktt«;piaQ of ti:*a 
aoeiat? ahould ba dayoaitad in tha agricultural 
co*oparativa bank, 
Loana can a* takaa by tha aociaty froai tha 
p\;adlic or othara. 
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iff! af 
bljtit of loMi to bm t«k«n liy tiM soeittty or to b« 
oivoB to I t s iMiBbajrs stiould b« dotsmiaod by ttw c«ii«r«l 
Body* 
|iOjuJ£ 
The repttyntont of loans glTon by tbo agrioultturvl 
co-opcurativo bank to sooioty «Bd lnt«r«st tborsttqpcm «•» bo 
postpoaod for tiio yosrs. 
Mo. 3X 
Ministry of agrioulturo is responsiblo for sopenrisioa 
of «I1 oo>-o]c>«rativos sod it c«n sltio st^ sppliestioa of 
any decision tskon by ths socioty within fiftoon days from 
its issuo. 
No. 32 
AppciotsMmt of suponrisors^ aceountaBt and 
invigilators should bo docMt by Ministry of Agrieulturo in 
ordor to eovor all tho aetivitias o£ the socioty. 
Oonaral union of agrieultural oo«oporativos should 
appoint spoeial eosmittee to function as suparvisor as voll 
as inspaetor for tha eo<K>paxativos. 
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XacwrpQg^tlon of the 3oelgtl<i»t 
Co«>op«ratlv«s nan «8t«bli8h j o i a t eo<-<iperatlv«s 
•iRofig th«iiui«lY«a. 
Ho^  35 
A c c o p e r a t l v * can b« inoorporete vith.ithe eth r 
oa« during the same work &£t.,r seeKinq ffmsniMmiom txom 
eeaeral Body* (Maerai Union end Mini*try o£ Agrieultura. 
Pnioaa» 
Oaioa ia eaeli Qada*a and loc« l unioa at the leirel 
of Mohafud should be establlahed ia order to e a s i s t the 
laovemi^ mt ia the regiioB. 
L'nl:?n In the Mohafuclh I'^vei run by the bareav 
ccnsibts of nine members should be e lected by the 
representatives of a l l s o c i e t i e s and o»dah Unions for 
three years. 
general Unioo of Aarlcultursl Co-operetiiresf 
Wo. 39 
Oeaeral Union at the country level should be 
established in order to represent the eo-operstives. 
no 
CttBtral oommlttfie managing tlvt o«a«r«l UnloB eonsiat 
of 121 m»mi>mr». This eantral epmralttaa alaeta a buraau 
eonaistlno of 21 Mtmbara to fuaetlcHft as board o£ dlractora 
of tha union. 
rinanea of tha Ganaral Onion eonalat froait 
! • Payn«nt aa donation fron tha Oovammant. 
2. Part of tha faaa paid to e*«oparatlira by Ita 
m^ nuMijra < 
3. s«lf raaouroas from Ita actlTltlaa. 
4. HaXpa and donatlona. 
yrl¥llaQaa» 
•o« 42 
co-operatlv«»» aajoy all tha prlvilagaa and faellltlaa 
and tax «x«>aiptloa which ara givan to indtistrlnl projaeta 
in tha country, 
Di»aamtx<^n> 
Co->oparatlva ean ba dlaolvad hj tha daelalon takan 
by tha Ganaral Union after aaaklng permlaalnn fron 
Agricultural Minister. 
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APPENDIX U. 
OOVERNMEHT SUPPC»T TO THE 
COOPERATIVE MOVEMEWT 
LegislationI-
1. 1944 - 1956 
a) The official recognition of the cooperative 
movement in 1944 and passing law Number 27. 
o) The establishment of « special office within 
the Ministr/ of Economics to direct the 
coopera tive•s movement 
c) The establishment of the agricultural bank in 
1956. Dturing this year law Number 65 was 
passed* which permitted cooperatives to borrow 
frcmi a special bank, later known as the 
agricultural bank. 
2. 1958 - 1967 
a) The passing of law Number 30« in 1958, limited 
the extent of farm ownership. During the same 
year law Number 31 permitted the establishment 
of agricultural cooperatives on lands distributed 
to fairmers. 
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b) In 1960« the Directorate General of Cooperatives 
was established. 
c) In 1960# the Directorate Gen- ral of Cooperatives 
started to c ordinate the agricultural affairs 
of all the cooperatives in Iraq. 
d) In 1963, the Centre for Training and Research of 
cooperatives was esta>^lished. 
e) In 1964« law Number 81 was passed which widend 
the establishment of the cooperatives organisations. 
Then law Number 126 was passed in 1964 as an 
amendment to the law of Agricu ture Banking and 
loan decisions for the coop&ratti^es. 
f) In 1965« a small cooperative institute was established 
for agricultural education agreement the Government 
of Iraq, 
g) In 1966-67, programmes were set up by the General 
Directorate of Cooperatives for the improvement 
of performance of the cooperatives. 
3. Since 1968 
a) In 1970, law number 117 was passed to deal with 
the economic proilems of the cooperatives. 
b) In 1971, the Iraqi National Upper Agricultural 
committee released plan Number 39 concerning farm 
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organisation* their creation and activities. 
c) In 1972, the Higher Agricultural Council released 
plan Niimiser 49 for the improvement of plan earlier 
(Number 5} which was adopted in 1970. 
d) The eataolishment of the specialised centre at 
Missan to train personnel to work in collective 
or atate farms. 
Financing! 
1. In 1959, cooperative bank law Number 163 was iirqplemented 
to provide loans for cooperatives to invest in machinery 
and supplies. 
2. The law for the agricultural bank, was amended by law 
Number 126 in 1964. Law Numoer 126 aimed at providing 
loana for the cooperatives and limited the interest 
rate charged to 3 percent. 
3. Law No. 126 also provided loans from other sources for 
the agricultural cooperatives without interest for 
cooperative marketing activities. 
4. The above law also authorised the government to provide 
all the capital of the agricultural bank, an amount equal 
to 15 mil-ion Dinar to finance the agricultural 
cooperatives and their activities. 
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Technical Personnelt 
The cooperative movement was a new movement and 
needed more leadership than was then available £rom its 
membership. The government was obliged to fxirnish 
agricultural technicians, to establish cooperative offices 
in 3ach district* and to furnish these offices with 
supervisor/ personnel to observe the operation of the 
cooperatives. 
Th- government also established the followingt 
1. A training institute for agricultural cooperatives in 
1963 to train technicians and farm; rs in collaboration 
with the F.A.O. 
2. The Social Agricultural Cooperative centre in 1972 
unoer an agreement with people's Democratic Republic 
of Germany to train managers for collective farms and 
government farms. 
3. Cooperative training centres in each of the 18 
qovernorates in the country to train farmers in 
coop rative operations, 
4. A division of cooperatives and collective farms in all 
the col Leges of agric Iture, management and economics 
to train the ecucated technical personnel to help the 
cooperative movement and the colLactive farms 
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5. tducationsl centres to increase literacy and help the 
farmers to learn agricultural methods at the expenses 
of the government. 
6. Provision of funds to send agr culturists abroad for 
short term training programmes. 
Building and Constructiont 
The government financed construction of cooperative 
head quarters, collective farms, joint cooperatives, 
training centres and the educational centres. 
Machinery supplies and marketingt 
Law Number 7 of 1970, issued by the Revolutionary 
Comioanc council, statedi 
The ownership of machinery, building and all related 
items plus the land upon which it is constructed in such 
a way that it's worth 50%, of its estimated value. Then 
if the members 2SS of its estimated value is paid the 
minister can keep the members of the organization from not 
paying th« rest of the estimated value. The pumps, the 
location, and the machinery are the property of the Ministry 
of land distribution. 
In accordance with law Number 7, the government has 
provided the agricultural cooperatives or with the equipment 
and materials necessary to acc<»nplish their plans without 
tax. The necessary finances for purchasing material and 
machinery had been provided free of interest, The government 
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has also tried to speed up the movement of farm products 
from the cooperatives to the market. 
SourceI Al-Samarral Hassan Younls« THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURAL 
COOPERATIVES IN ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN 
IRAQ, University of Tennesse - - Knoxville, 
March 1978, 
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T o c ^ TffPMS or rm AcmicuwruRAL COOFSRATIV* 
f ^ mf 
Pwtpomm 
AgrlealturaX •nf^Xy 
C<K»D«r«irliF« iMXlc«ti«g 
ll«<iiiiii«rj • • m e « s 
Poultry 
AttiaaXs 
Jigrieultaral MICMB** 
BstablialMMDt and d«T«lopattBt 
of orehftrds 
B«iI4lBg« and atrtiet«r«s 
Othmr 9«irpos«« 
XtAiid r«eI«iMtlo» 
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APPENDIX K 
G0VBRH0RATE3 
(••til at«d 
Nineveh 
Salah al-Deen 
Al-Ta*Riema 
Diala 
Baghdad 
Al-Anbar 
Babylon 
Kerbela 
Al-Kajaf 
AI-Qadlaiya 
Al«Muthanna 
Thl-Qar 
Waait 
Mayaan 
Basrah 
population at 
AREA* 
(•q«kni.) 
41«320 
21,326 
9,426 
19,047 
5,023 
89,540 
5,503 
52,856 
26,834 
8,569 
49,206 
13,668 
17,922 
16,774 
19,702 
October 14th, 1976) 
POPULATIOM'*" 
(000) 
1,158 
356 
439 
663 
3,036 
405 
565 
243 
354 
39i 
184 
617 
409 
419 
897 
DENSITY 
(per aq.km.) 
28.0 
16.7 
46.6 
34.8 
604.4 
4.5 
102.7 
4.6 
13.2 
46.1 
3.7 
45.1 
22.8 
25.0 
45.5 
Contd . 
120 
Autonomous Regions* 
D'hok 6,374 
Arbil 14,428 
Al-Sulaimsniya 16,482 
217 
492 
656 
34.0 
34.1 
39.8 
TOTAL ... 434,000 11,505 26.5 
*£xcluding territorial waters. 
•fpigures are projactad from tha 1965 census result and 
not revised In accordance with tha 1977 can«us. 
Sourcei Europe Ptiblications Limited, 18 Bedford Square 
London WCXB 3Jli« 1982-83, page 450. 
ORBAW AND RURAL POPVLATIOH OF IRAQ 1977-81 
(in thousands) 
1977 1978 1981 
Rural 
Urban 
4389 
7640 
4455 
8783 
4483 
9186 
TOTAL 12029 13238 13669 
Sourcet Dr. Abdul Hadi Rasheed, Report on Agriculture, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Baghdad, April 1983, 
page 7 (in Arabic). 
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iv«ry so«i«ty 1M« a BOMO) or AOMIVISTRATIOII to 
run its affftlrs «ad to r«)pr«««iit it befor* others. This 
board consists of m«ab«i:s« t**m mmbar of Mtiioli should 
net b& l*«c» than flva, olttotocl i#y tho ^aasraX body from 
anongst its notabors aocording to tha iatarnaX ragulatioaSt 
if official or sa«i«offieial dapartnaats %rai:a shara-
holders of tha soeiaty« otharwisa sMMdMrs aiE^ i^atad by 
thaso dapartnants will ba addad to tlw«a oXoetad to 
rasant thasa di^partaMmta in ocoportioA to thair sharas 
ia t*«a paid-«^^ oapital of tha Soeiaty. 
zvary Soeiaty has a CONTROL COi«!lTTl£ whosa duty 
is to obsarva regularly tha pirograas of tha Society's 
aetivitiaa oocordiag to tha iatamal ragulatioaa sod to 
obsonra tha IsqplasMintatioii of tha daaisiooa of tha gaiMral 
body. This oosnittaa eoaaists ot aot lass than thraa 
oMNKbars alactad by tha Oaaeral Body fron agumigst its Mambars# 
aocording to tha intarnal regulations, if no offioial or 
•api-offieial dapartraants ara shara holders in tha Society* 
otherwise additional iMMbers will ba appointi^ by thasa 
dapartnaAts to represent then in proportion to their sharas 
in tha capital of the society. 
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TlM boftffd of AiteiftlctratioB •I«ets isom •rnemg its 
wwbT« • Ctmixmmxk, k tmjfmtf Cbmirtema, m ••crmtrntf, m 
G«shi*r m d an Aeeountaat* tiM Control conmitt«« oloets 
fron onoagst its iaoait>ors • ChalEBMtn* • Doputy chalnaa and 
a aoerotary witliiii oiia wsok froM tlia data of tha alaetion 
of tha board ood ttim Conui^ ittaa. 
Tlia pariod of «a«i9arship in tlia Board of Administratioa 
aad tha Control Coamittaa is two yaars* It may ba axtandad 
by a atlnimai pariod of tliraa nentha on tha raqneat of tha 
Soard of Admlniatration or tha control Conmittaa and with 
tha i^ pproTal of thm Dlraetorata* 
on tha aicpirr of thia period of thraa ncmtha* if 
no alaetl<« t^caa plaea, tha Dlraetorata forma a taaporary 
Board of adninlatration to carry oat tha dutiaa of tha 
Soelaty until tha alaetion takaa plaea and a naw Beard of 
Admloiatration and a ControU Connlttae ara formad, 
Tha Dlraetorata may appoint a KAMAGiilG DiR£CTOit or 
a TSMTORART BOUtD M Admlnlatratlon to admlnlatar tha affair* 
of tha 8ooli»tT in liau of its Board of Admlnlatratlon in tha 
following eaaaai* 
a} Xf tha nonbar of raambara of tha Board of 
Administration baeomaa inadaquata for a propar 
maeting. 
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b) Zf tlM b^ Airdi •! Adniiiistratimi e«cri«d out • 
e) tm«ii it U Aot pe««ibltt to ftSk th« 8oei«ty to 
#ilX OttB^ral Body •••tiag. 
According to eo*op«r«tlv« Lav Vo. 202 of i970« « 
Society may with tho approT«l of tlio Oiiroetorato, opoa • 
branch outside tho aroa of tha eantre tm a raquaat 
•ttkaiittad to it by tan or aora nenbtrs* in cucb a caao 
an ateiBiatratiwA eoamittoa of tlia bran^ viiX eoaaiat of 
five Mamoars* tliraa of WIMM will ba aloetod by tba Ganaral 
Body of tha Branch and two will ba nppointad by tha Boaid 
of Adniniatratioa of tha Contra providad that thay aro 
nanbera of tha Branch. Alao tha branoh will hava a Centsol 
Conn.ittaa conaiating of thraa mandsara -> two alaetad by tba 
OWMBOl Body of tha Branch and ona appointad by tha aoaid 
of Adminiatxation of tha c^mtra pirovidad that tha paraon 
appointod ia a tmOrnw of tha Branch. 
Zn tha avant of a diapnta ariaing batvaan tha 
Soeiaty and ona or a ntmbar of ita preaant or fomar nanban 
ovar tha application of tha Law Ho* 202 of 1970 or tha 
ragulaticna iaau«d thara undar tha society's intaroal 
ragtilatlona or any neaaura connactad with tha activitiaa 
of tha aooiaty, tha Soeiaty or tha othar party nay aak tha 
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dir«etor«t« to d«eld« on tlio dlsputo. Tho <lir«etorato nay 
d«eld« thoro on or rofor it to arbltr«toro to bo oppointod 
toy tho Diroetoroto for thio purposo. Tho A^eflon of tho 
Dlroetor«te or of tho arbitrator* appro-red by tho Dlr«etorato 
•ball ba final and aaforeaabla and the Soeioty or tho 
wembor will bo«r a part of tha arbitration axpansea aaeb 
in proportion to hi« lo»«. 
Sourest or. Samiaddin, Coopaativaa in Iraq - A 
i»oiantific Approach to tha organiaati .nal and 
adnlnistraticn probl«ma -> papor raad In tba 
Arab conferonea om CooparatiTO Administration 
haici ia Iraq in 1977 (fixtraeta only). 
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APPEWDIX M 
ZB X972 thA Ministry 0f Agrieulttura •atalilishsd • 
provisiCMMl cKMMittMi whlch X«t«r OB tott^mm th« osneral 
unifMi to •a»bl« thm agrlettltarftX eooporativo to fwietios 
aM»ro offoetivoly for tfao bottomont of thoir m»aikmr». 
It was OBtnas i^tf with tho task oft 
l« Si^plyittg of o i l BfirieiiXturiil wtwro vithaXs for tho 
(H>-op«r«tivos« mwBh • • fortiXisors, mehiiiorioa* fam 
•quipiROiits* pXoatie eoir«r«« ete* 
2* OrfaaisotioB asd ControXXiag of tha prodttoa of alX tha 
eooparativa n»eiotioa and fiadiBg a«itabXa Maxicata for 
than. SuppriwiaiaMi wwastad ocaiq^titioB aod haXpiag 
tha mamliara bf aatabXiahiag pricaai daaXiag with tha 
aurpXva, and iBoraasiBg tha iseona of tha farmara. 
3* AvoidiBQ vahaaXthy ooni>atitioB aa i#aXX aa haXpiog tha 
famara« ia oaaa tha produea i s ia surpXtta. 
4. Studyiag aXX tha agrloaXturaX, (w<mam±e aod aoeiaX 
prdbX«Ba faead hy famara* 
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S* PartiolpAtioa l a coB<«r«Be««« S«miii*«» m*(i #iseu»«ioas 
Mid •stAblishi&xi «KKKi r«Ut iowi 1»«t»f««B i fat ioml aad 
ZBtematioiuii ooop«r*tiir«s. 
So\irc«i Professor S«niuddia« Cooperative Kovement ia 
tlia Arab tforXd, Aligarh Mualia tiaiyarslty* Ml^arh-
ZBdi«« page 32o33. 
APPENDIX N 
pRGDucTioii OP a^aic CROPS (m tatmsB) 
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Y««r Wheat Berl«y Rle« Cotton 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
19S0 
1981 
193a 
1338900 
854400 
1312400 
•9S700 
909800 
634800 
975600 
9u20uu 
965100 
592800 
437000 
579300 
457700 
617200 
571400 
61(2400 
9;.scco 
905800 
69290 
60540 
163360 
199240 
172000 
157daii 
166900 
162000 
H.A. 
40250 
38580 
33890 
25730 
13900 
17300 
14900 
13000 
H.A. 
Sourcoi Dr, Abdul HacU. m^mhUit ropoxrt oa agriculturo* 
Miaiatry of agrieultttr* vaA •axmslmm^ Baghdad 
1983 - P.Mo. 20 (for 1981 and 1982 only) 
Flguraa for 1974 • 1980 oonpilad by tha author 
from Annual Aoatracta of Statistlea, CSO, 
Minlatry of Planning* Republic of Iraq, 
